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ÎMPWCÏÏW 

1.1 Gone, apt ion  of ma-e riait  like  Steel, Nci-ferrous 

matalB,  Construction materiale like  Cenoni oto.  is 

indicative  of the  affluenue or otharwica of tha Society. 

Suoli materiale along with  others go into tho daily 

rsquiremente of l\f".* 

1.2 The aC.vemood world had the benefit  of low population 

coupled with world-wido market when they started pro- 

ducing and  oonverting raw materiale into unoable 

products.     Today, a large portion of consumption of 

these resources is directly related to the advanced 

world whose  population  is Bignifioantly lasa when 

compared to the developing world. 

1.3 With the  growth of  communications over the part few 

oenturiee.»  there io a tvemondous amount of Inter-action 

batwrgn the  advanced and developing nointrries.    In auoh 

an environment-   *he needc of '¿he d3V9loping oountriee 

are moro   or leso on  the   same male  c«3 that of the 

developed world«    However,  the  regourcon avi.ü«,b.la aro 

not adequate to meo*; the  demandu.     l'iiin would ae?n 

either ountinuouc  perpetuation of th«» devolopirg 

oountrloo being a ready  outlet for new prcduotn of 

the  advanced vorld,   or moke effor*.o (by tho developing 

countries))   p« ae ~o see  thnt a major requirer.er.t of 

the ira ie mot vrith ^-om domo et Ac reoouvc^n. 

V- 
4 
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1.4 It i8,wMlth this concept  in view,   that the  Lima Declara- 

tion envisaged  at least 25> of the   industrial  production 

to be  coming from developing countries by the  year 

2000 A.D. 

1.5 The  developing countries  suffer  from large  unskilled 

population,   non-availability of scarce oapital,  non» 

availability  of   adequr tu   technologies which would meet 

the   basic requirements of economic  survival.     In 

addition,   the  environs prevent  the   developing  countries 

from being  complacent about  their industrial activity. 

1.6 Whereas the  advanced countries had  ample time  and 

opportunities  in perfecting the   technologies,   the 

same   is not  there for  developing  countries now.    An 

important  aspect is non-availability  of a large market 

to the  developing world  today.    On  the  other  hand, 

it looks that the developing countries continue to 

depend on availability of industrial products from 

advanced countrie Q. 

1 .7      One  of  the   primary  objectives of   the developing 

countries is to give  a better economic life  to  its 

population which would,   inter-alia,  mean having 

adequate employment   opportunities.     This would,   in 

effect, mean more and  more   factories manufacturing 

various  industrial products which have direct rele- 

vance   to economic prosperity of the country also. 
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1.8      The  situation  being  this,   developing  countries cannot 

copy   the various   steps  taken by  the advanced countries 

in coming   to this position.    They may not,  also,at  the 

sane   time,   directly ab3orb the   labour -saving technolo- 

gies which are   prevalent   in  the advanced  countries as 

it is  directly  against the   precepts  of the  national 

economy.     It  is,  with  this  object in view,   that  the 

developing countries  should look for appropriate  techno- 

logies which would  Butisfy most  of the require ment s. 

1.9       The  engineering industry has predominantly been nourish- 

ed  in the   advanced world  for  obviouB  reasons.    The 

environments in the   advanced world  were  and  continue 

to bo   such  that more and more  sophistication  in the 

product and   its execution  are  being  sought  after. 

This  strategy  is having a great bias towards labour- 

saving devices.     The  technological gap between the 

developing und  advanced countries is progressively 

wid. ning. 

V. 

< 
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1.11 Indi;;   hue gone  in  for an 

intensive development   off nginoering   indue trio a with 

gre a tor ' mphasis   on     roducin'   capital good?       This 

strategy  ia  based   on  soun-i  principi» s  of  making   the 

country   independent   for   ita bosic  requirements  of 

industrial  rn.achm' ry   ;md   iT'chine   tool«. 

1.12     Capital   ind un trio E3  ••ra   concentrated  and  cannot  aproad 

industrial   activity.      Thin   in   barn*    out  by   the   exper- 

ience   in  Bihar  *md   Bengal   an .as who r»    investment   in 

capital   industri«, o   ir,  v« ry   high and  yet   industrial 

culture   is  net   prevalent   there.     Recognising  this,   the 

country   launched   schemes  for establishing   industrial 

estât» s  of small  size  which are   primarily aimed to 

cater for  production   of  small  value   items  to  the 

large   industrii! 1  houses,     in additior ,  those  have 

established   capabilities   for  manufacturing  products 

which nre  directly   sold   to  the   consumers.     in   fact, 

devolopm.nt   of such   small-scale   industries  and   ancill- 

ary   industri s  have   spread   the   indus triol  activity   in 

a much wider scale   and   today,  nearly  50r> of engineering 

activity   in   the   country   is coming  from such  sectors. 

The  Punjab  area  producing  a variety  of goods and   thy 

Rajkot   and  Kolhapur  areas   | reducing di« sel and   pump- 

sets  for  ngricultui«;   ore   examples   of this. 
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1.13 Development  of industrial activity  in the country 

was dependent to  a large extent   on availability  of 

collaboration from advanced countries.     Tais being   the 

case,   in majority  of cases,   the   choice  of technology 

was limited  to the availability  of th • same   on   terms 

which were   acceptable   to collaborators and     hence,   a 

detailed examination of all aspects could not have   been 

the primary consideration.    Kngineering activities per- 

taining  to manufacture   of capital  goods like  industrial 

machinery,  Railways,  Automobiles etc.   is a  case   in 

point.     Even here,  appropriate technology could not 

always be emphasised; rather the   ready availability 

of collaboration  was of consideration.     Subsequently, 

the  innovative  features,  unique   to Indian   environments, 

have  led to development   of  technology pertaining   to 

the  relevant circumstances.     Thus, general purpose 

machining  techniques were  resorted to in a very 

number   of cases where  elsewhere  in  the  world,  mass 

production techniques were   the  order  of the  day. 

1.14 Having thus  started,  a measure  of competence  in  absor- 

bing   the  technologic s was developed in  the  Indian 

industry which led  to upscaling  of the  same. 

1.15 The continuous  industrial  activity generated  in  the 

country has proved  the  requirements  of  the higher 

« 
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technologies which are  prevalent  elsewhere   in the 

world.    This situation  was recognised  by  the Indian 

industry and with  the   built-in capabilities,  advanced 

technologies were  made  available    to tho  Indian 

engineering   industry.     Examplf s  of th. se  are,  using 

of carbides,   coated  carbides,  ceramic  cutting  tools 

etc.   in Indian engineering  industry. 

1.16 The   industrial activity loas tleo caused the demand  for 

mass production techniques  as well as demand  for most 

sophisticated machine   tools   like   LC machines for   some 

of the industrial  activities.     Recognising these 

potentials,   the  country has established facilities 

for manufacturing  the   a ante,  and disseminating such 

technological knowledge  in  the   Indian   engineering 

industry. 

1.17 Industrialisation  in   gen ral and  engineering industry 

in particular,  have  led  to  general socio-economic 

upliftment   of the  population,     AS a matter  of fact, 

engineering   industries ar-  direct consumers of   products 

produced  in   otht r core   industries  like  minerals, 

metallurgicals,   chemicals  and  the   like  thus  producing 

a  chain    reaction of   industrial activity.     With 

development   of  skills  in  tht   population,  more   and 

more   industries became   feasible  which he.s led to 

further industrial activity.    An example  of the   same 

V. 
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is establishment  of a machine tool factory at 

Bangalore which has led  to development   of the whole 

region for producing precision engineering goods 

ranging fro^ i-*?hüs to sophisticated NC machines. 

1.18 The  industrial activity having been continuous,   it 

can be  said  that no  one   technology  can be  termed as 

appropriate  or otherwise.    Notwithstanding such a 

conflicting situation,  a rationale  is evolved for 

choice of a suitable technological bast- for  indus- 

trial activity keeping  in mind the flexibility and 

adaptability of the  same to meet the  changing environs» 

Kven the   model  that was obtained  in India may not  be 

available   elsewhere  in other developing  countries. 

However,   the  developmental effort  of India  could  be 

taken as a guide and appropriate technology evolved 

for each and  every   situation  separately. 

1.19 The following case   studies would  indicate the  rele- 

vance of appropriate  technology to its growth and 

sustenance. 

- Structural 
- Automobiles 
-Railways 
- Metal working machines 

~ Power industry 

- Consumer Durables. 
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1 .20       Structural industries having  stagnated  for years, 

' though ont   of the  earliest industries were not ablt 

to cop'1 with th^   increased  industrial activity  gen- 

erated   in the  country thus making  them sick units. 

Subsequent efforts  of technological upgrading of 

these   industries have  proved  a  great success   in 

meeting  the  requirements  of industry,  both  in India 

and abroad.     In  feet,   today,   consequent upon  such 

technological changes,  Indian  structural industry 

is able   to compete   in the   international  market. 

1-.21       Automobile  industry  is a  typical example.     Starting 

with manufacture   of  passenger  cars,   the   industry has 

started producing commercial vehicles,  two and three- 

wheelers etc.     Though the   passenger car manufactured 

in India  is very much behind  what is available in  the 

world,   with the  encouragement   of  public and   commer- 

cial  transport  system,  the  manufacture  of commercial 

vehicle   has tremendously  picked  up and  th s is fairly 

advanced.    33r.o   is the   case with  two and   three- 

wheelers manufactured. 

1.22       It can bo  said   that there  was virtually no manu- 

facturing activity  in so  far as the   Railways wt-ro 

concerned till  Independence.     All its requirements 

Of rolling stock,   coaches and  locomotives were 

imported.    ÏW-   little  activity  of  engineering   in 
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railways waB confined  to repair  and  maintenance   of 

the   same.     l-istablishment   cf manufacturing  facilities 

for  such rolling  stock as described above,  has  led 

to a   gr.at  amount   of   in .lustrini   activity not   only   in 

the   railways  but  in   other ancillary  luanuficturing 

thus  spreading th(.   industrialisation   in a much wider 

scale.     Simultaneously,   it  has also  helped  modernis- 

ing  the   Indian R' ilway  System to  \;h...  extent  that 

today,   apart  from  it  being   ¿he   biggest • n¿ine.-ring 

enterprise   in   the  country,   is al3 0 being  looked  upon 

for technological assistance  in   olher  developing 

countries. 

1.23      In  so far as  the Metal working  machine   tool industry 

is  concerned,   there  has been an   integrated  technologi- 

cal  development   of  the   same.     Beginning  with   simple 

general  purpose  ina c h im s man ufa e tur. d  under colla- 

boration,   today,   the   industry  is   in  a  position  to 

manufacture  some   of  the  most complicated and advanced 

types   of  machine  tools  l?k>    S[K. nj "1   ^>rp'jse  machines, 

transfer  machines,  NC m? eh ine s e-¿e.     In almost  all 

these   cases,   development   aas taken  place  through 

collaboration with  advanced  countries.    Development 

of machine  tool  industry has led   to direct 

improvement   of skills  of   th..  local  population. 

* 
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1 .24      It can  bo   seen hert   that whereas large  requirement   Of 

machine   tools   in the country  is mot with by Indian 

production,   the   country  is still dependent on 

imported  mpchine   tools.     S"ch  imported machine   tools 

ars high precision and  cometinus  special purpose. 

The  development of machine  tool industry  in the 

country   is  not adequa tu  to absorb  such sophisticated 

technology.     This would   only  m-an   that the   indus- 

trial  culture,   developed in  the   country will have  to 

go a long way  if  the  machine   tool industry  in  the 

country   is   to  b.    sclf-ruliant.     Lven  among  the 

'Hvanced   countries,   there   is bilateral trade  in  so 

raachine   tools are   concerned and  signifying 

-logical  superiority  of  on.   country  over  the 

other  in   certain  types of machinery,  the  Indian 

machine   tools   industry has started exporting michino 

tools  all over the   world   including advanced countries. 

Technologically,  thu simple   types of machine   tools 

manufac- ur^d   in  the   country   are  identical in  several 

siturtions   in  developing   countries and1 in   sont   cases, 

the  advanced  world also. 

1.25      The  Consumer Durable   industry   is really a classic 

example   of  industrial activity.     In  fact,   this 

industry  hre helped  generate   the  industrial culture 

in a wider  population.     In some   cases»   these 

industries have  started with tt-chnical collaboration; 

0 
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in some other  cases, these  started on their own. 

Being consumer durables» where  the price  of the 

end-product has to be kept  lowi  suitable  technolog- 

ies were evolved aimirg at  large volume   and low cost 

of production«     This has called for development of 

special purpose machine tools designed around 

components.     Such technological developmm*>««?• 

part of industrial activity  in manufacture of 

products like  Bicycles,   Sewing maohines,  Refriger- 

ators,  Ceiling Fane etc.     In addition,  this industry 

has helped  the   establishment  of large  number of 

small-scale   industries from where components are 

purchased by  larger industrial houses.    The progress 

of this  industry, by far,  was very rapid  consequent 

upon large  market being readily available by way of 

incentives for purohase of bicycles, sewing machines 

etc.     It can  be truly  said that a greater self- 

reliance  is shown by this industry as against the 

Capital industries. 

1.26      The primary effort of the country has been develop- 

ment of capital goods industry.    It was felt that 

this alone would generate  industrial activity in 

various fields thus n eoe le rating industrialisation 

of the country.    Establishment of machine  tool 

industry,  manufacturo  of locomotives,   coaches e to«, 

manufacture  of automobiles,   etc. which need  large 
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ln ve et men ti have led to development  of various 

indue trial disciplines oaueing further industrial 

aotivity.    However,  this is attendait Upon longer 

gestation periods which would cause  inflation of 

the trends and  Indian experience has proved that 

certain amount of inflation was inevitable. 

1#27     An examination of  Indian experience  in ushering in 

technological revolution for increasing the standard 

of life  of its    population has many aspects* 

Several factors have influenced its development 

of engineering industry.    As suoh, the  suo cess 

and failures of the industrial aotivity of the 

oountry oannot be   isolated and discussed separately. 

Howevrr.   some  conclusions oan be drawn from out of 

this experience. 

1.26     Unlike  other industries, development 

of engineering industries is by far the  simplest 

and easiest.    This is particularly true where  small 

Beale  industries are  concerned.   As explained in the 

report,  investment per employee  in engineering 

industries range  from as low a figure aa b.ooo 

to as high a    figure as 588,000   depending upon the 

choice  of the   industry. 
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1 .29      Development   of capital industries generate wealth 

which in turn can be  iv invested for increasing 

the  economic activity  of  the  nation.    Unlike 

conu-imer  industries,   in Addition  to th:a,  they 

raise  levelB  of skills of the  population which 

itself  is an asset to a developing country. 

1.30      Bven with regard to development  of capital  industriel 

oertain restraints and cauti one  are essentials.     In 

any developing country,  market   being limited, 

volumes  of  production and  economies thereof aro 

important  factors so as not  to  flitter away the 

scarce resources.    This is  equally applicable for 

all industrial machinery,  feeding industries like 

oemont,   BUgar,  textiles,   jute,   paper,  engineering 

industries etc.     This  being the   case,  a close 

collaboration  among the developing countries would 

make  the  market much wider which would   offer  scopes 

of e-'onc^y  for manufacture. 
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CHAPTßR - II 

ROLE OF jpopEERINQ INDUSTRY  A3 A VEHICLE;  OF 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC UPLIFTMENT 

2.1 Example s of advanced world  show that  lowe    dependence 

of population   on agriculture would mean  higher GUP and 

greater prosperity.    For situations  like   this  to be 

obtained»   the   industrial  3tctor would have  to  be 

highly advanced  absorbing n large  amount   of   labour 

force.    Unfortunntt'ly,  the situation in  thy  country 

is not  so.     The  following Table amplifies the  relation 

of GMP and   consumption of  steel (showing  the   position 

of metal working industry  in  the nationnl economy)   :- 

urn 

8.ho. Country Sti-ui (•< nsump- 
tion  per inha- 
bitant  in Kg. 

ŒNP per   inha- 
bitant  in 
U.U.   Dollars 

1. U.S.A. 577 3,040 

2. '•'sat  Germany *41 °,010 

3. U.K. 435 1,920 

4. Japan 620 970 

5. India 14 125 

Whereas the   addition to GNP by engineering  industry  is 

nearly 30?»  in  the   advanced world,   the  same   is about 

only 13-15"/» in  India. 
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2.2 Realising the   potential  of industrialisation ae a 

i.u ans  of nchiöving economic  prosperity,  the country 

••mbirkfcd  upon  a massive  industrialisation  producing 

capital  goods.     Industri, s having  larger investments 

>nd  having higher gustations aru some   of the  essen- 

tiel features for producing  euch capital goods as 

arc  needed   by  the   Indian  industry. 

2.3 Location   of  such largo  industrie a waa mado aftur 

CRrofully  considering the   backwardnee«  of  the ana 

and   other factors lik. • availability  of  transport and 

communications,  wat.*r,  power,  coal,   skilled manpower 

t'tc. 

2.4 Snginouring  industries are  the direct  consumers of 

other  products produced  in  industrie a  like  minerals, 

chemicals,   f.nd   th.?  lik,-.     Unless  there  is  an  outlet 

for industrial produce,  +ht   industry   itself would   die. 

Thin  being the   case,  engineering  industries play  an 

important role  as ?••  basic  consumer of   industrial 

pioducts. 

2.5 Almost all the  mutala like   pig iron,  mild and  alloy 

ctcelF,   aluminium etc.   produced  in  the metallurgical 

in'u^triea dir. ct.'.y  go  into  other engineering  'ndus- 

triea (capital good«  for consumer industries).     When 

it  p rtaiiis  to  consomption  of  such materials in 

espilai  ,'TOOdí;   in..1 ¿s tries,   it  generates  further 
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employraent  potential.     When the  consumption  goes  into 

consumer industries,   it rot only  generates employment 

but also raises the  living  standards of  the area. 

2.6 Whereas  industries like  min< rale,  metallurgical and 

chemical would   gun' rally bt.   doman ding   heavy   inve st- 

ra nts,  engineering  industries may  be  in  the   email 

ncalu   or  large  scale   sectors.     If it   is   largr-scalt- 

sector,  manufacture   of items such as capital goods 

and  high-cost  consumer durables like irtomobilus ttc 

aro  the  products.     In  th2   small/mediurn-scale   Bcctor, 

manufacture  of air-conditioners,   consumer durables 

etc.  would   be   the   products. 

2.7 Bn^ineering industries directly improve the skills of 

performance of the population. In fact, even the 

industry itself hue undergone such tremendous changea 

that the quality of uqujnmont produced today is of 

muoh better standards Mian it used to be a generation 

ago, signifying the uííorls of industry for producing 

butter products. 

2.6        example   of  Switzerland   shows  that miniaturisation 

industry has iraprovod  t.ho  skills  of  population   to  such 

an extent  that it  has earned the  name  of  "time   'tecpere 

to the  world",     buch a »julturt  of precision  manufacturo 

built   in  the   population  was not  confined  to  manufac- 

turing  time  pire* s  pnd  watches alonu.     In  the   fields of 
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instruinentation and precision tools today Switzerland 

is the  leader. 

2.9 Almost  tlo   same  situatici has repeated   itself in the 

country.    Establishment  of machine tool industry in 

Bangalore hao helped generate an awareness for preci- 

sion manufacture.     This has led  to acquisition   of such 

greater skills to the  extent that today it is under- 

stood  that qurlity  of products manufacttu-ed  in that 

region is substantially higher.    These  skills have 

helped establishment   of other  industries  thus  spread- 

ing industrial activity. 

2.10 Similar examples can be given with regard to  other 

engineering industries.    Establishment   of foundry 

Forges in traditional areas like  the Hubli-Dharwar, 

Bihar areas etc. has built a culture for good foundry 

and forge practice^. 

2.11 Engineering industries have themselves uecome centres 

of attraction for  other industrial activity.    Many 

industries have been dispersed all over the country 

with the  result that  a good  technological  base  is 

available  in  almost every part of the country though 

oertain areas have  developed  in specific fields of 

engineering manufactures. 
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2.12      kB is explained elsewhere in this report, engineering 

industry must be  in a position to absorb the labour 

rendered  surplus in  other sectors (like agriculture). 

This would call for greater role  for this industry 

te play in the  total economic activity of the   country. 

Being direct consumers of other industries, the 

engineering industries have an important role  to play 

in the National Economy. 
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QH4PTBR - III 

mmi BUM w m 

3*1        The past trend of maiuf rotura van ba aie ally dépendent 

upon availability 01  ouitable  teohnioal collaboration* 

Such a situation preoluded any detailed oritioal 

examination of either the    produot or ite re le van o e 

to Indian environs.    Thic ìB understandable as there 

was hardly any induotry in the pre^indepondent India* 

3*2        However,  in many oaooo,  particularly in the oeotor 

catering to consumer and o on nume r durabloa,  lot of 

innovations have been mado by Industry and in faot, 

in several oases»  thay are more or loss inôependent 

of foreign technological dominance. 

3*3        The unique feature  of industrial development in the 

oountry has been trnmufaoturo  of consumer durables like 

sawing machines etc    Such products are  in large» 

small soale, and un or gii Ine d oeotoro a¡ nost  from the 

beginning*    Today, a large number of people are 

direotly employed  in auch industries,     tn-variably, 

in all such oases,  technological development was more 

need-based whiok*  in effect, caused development of 

the same by the manufacturing units themselves* 

This has caused development and manufacture of a 

variety of low priced aptolal purpose maohines which 

oater solely to such industries. 
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3 »5        Some  of the  larger industries like  Railways,  Auto- 

mobiles etc.,  were necessarily Bet up with foreign 

technical collaboration.     Invariably, when such 

manufacturing venturas wt re   conceived, enough 

emphasis was not laid   on  future tronds  in the  relc- 

vant industries.    Consequently, almost all manu- 

facturing  units  uf trucks,   cars,   two-wheelers  etc. 

are  employing techniques  of manufacture which some- 

times are   definitely  difficult-placed.     They are 

obsolete already by the  Indian  Standards either  in 

the qu^litj   of the    product  or in   the method of 

manufacture   or both.    However,   some  progressive   firms 

have  seen  through this  situation and  have embarked 

upon a massive  t<. chnological  improvement  programmes 

which,  inter alia, mean  design,  manufacture and 

installation  of newer type   of equipment within  the 

plant.    Based upon the  experience and  consumers* 

reaction  for their products,   they  have also under- 

taken certain  modifications  in  the basic  configuration 

of the    products.    Wherever such measures are  under- 

taken,   it  has  led   to  technological  competence  and 

progress  in the particular unit.     This is particularly 

so  in so  far as markets  of  commercial vehicles and 

production   of  two-wheelers are  concerned.    However, 

this Bituntion  is not  universal in  respect of many 

manufacturing  organisations.     This has caused 
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manufacture  of technologically obsolete products.    It 

has nleo  caused stagnation  in  technological  improve- 

ment  within  the factory.    This is  particularly  so 

in passonsr  rnro. 

3.6 Government,   in the- very  crr^.y  stereo of industrial 

development   of the country,   have   taken correct desi 

decision  in  8o fPr at  te cinologie al improvemonts arti 

conoernud.    Establishment  of   technological centres 

like the Natiornj. Institute   of Foundry Forge,   Central 

Machino   Tool  Instituto  ote,  are  examples of the  same. 

In addition,   reread  laboratories.like  the Central Mechanical, 
Engineering and Research InntituLo fenili, 

pro fluctúa sod   i^-Uv.or  like   the Loathnr Rosearch 

Institute  <tc,  have  brought   people  on to one  platform. 

Such  institutions  hnve  functioned  as focal agencies  of 

various  technologic.:.     It hao u.tno  contributed as a 

forum for exchanging  ideas and   improvement  in  the 

relevant  technological  fieldo.     They have also und»-r- 

tak.n  sponsored  at; rei.   an orignal r.rearch programmes 

with  the  objective;   ot  holpir-  the   industry develops 

appropriate    ;eohnoic^ xes. 

3.7 In the  Ititi-   fiftien and  enrly  sixties, the country 

has embarked on a massive  industrialisation  programme. 

Several ntw  industries  have  come  up,   of course, 

obviously with   foreign collaboration.    In almost  all 

such cases,   the  industry uns baclrud  only  by the 
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eatimotuB  of short-falle made  by the relevant 

authorities for specific df vicos/ producta.     The 

industry has not had  time to make  in-depth studios 

and  choose   relevant  or appropriate technologies 

that  are  most suitable   or  long-lasting  for  the 

country.   Thio is particularly relevant in BO far &B  capital good« 
manufacturing 1B concerned. 

3.8 Though the   country is producing a large amount of 

industrial  goods today when   compared  to  the   situation 

soon  after  Independence,   it   can  be  said  that   complete 

technological n-liance  íB still not achieved.    Sven 

in advanced  countries,   there   is a two-way  traffic  of 

industrial  machinery and  machine tools  thus  signify- 

ing  intor-dupendence  of  industry. 

3.9 Sven  in the classic technologies of Foundry,   Forge, 

Machining etc.,   tremendous amount of technological 

advances  have  bren made elsewhere  in the world. 

Examples  of  such  advance are  coated carbide   tools, 

ceramic carbides i tc.   that  are very effective  in 

machining  exotic  metals at   optimum speeds  and   feeds. 

Tcchnologj   a of welding,  brazing ite.   have   advanced 

tremendously abroad.    Iuwer  types of m<tal working 

and  machining aiv  constantly  being developed with a 

view  to satisfying  the demands of the  industry.     Some 

of these  have already  become  relevant  to Indian industry 
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3.10       The country cannot either totally accept all  these 

technologies as  of  immediate  consequence  or  shut 

itself   off  from  technological advances  made   \-> 

elsewhere   in   tu..,   country,     he such,   there  is   bound 

to be  continuous   communication  with   advanced  world 

BO as  to know and   apprise   tlu;  current  technologies 

there.     Such   technology   s  should  have   to  be   care- 

fully  apprised   tu  the   specific  situation arising   in 

the  country   before   they   are   contemplated  for 

importation. 

3*-11       However,   the  country  hac  shown marked   self-reliance 

in the   manufacture   of   a variety   of products.    Manu- 

facture  of general purpose  and   special  purpose machine 

tools»  a  large   amount   uf cutting  tools,   metal  forc- 

ing machines etc.   is  undertaken  in  the   country to 

acceptable   standards.     Even  though  the  advanced world 

has vacated  certain  manufacturing  activities,   they 

are   in  ne' d   ef  rn^a  ir   uctrial  rr<ciAv.r ry   and   machine 

tools  for  son«-   ef  their  r*. quir.neiits find   tht se 

are   being  successfully   met   with  by   Indian  exports. 

3.12       An example   of  self-reliance   is  development   of  Swaraj 

Tractors  indigenously.     When  tm   country  toot to 

intensiv,   agriculture ,   it   liberally allowed   imports 

of tractors.     Several  firms have     come  up for manu- 

facture   of the  same  under coliaber^tions.     Simultan- 

eously,   the  Central Mechanical  Engineering Research 
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Institute developed  an  indigenous tractor and   the 

same   has gone   into  production  after   intensive   field 

trials.     Similarly,   for   smaller agricultural 

operations,  pwi   till.ro have   been   indigenously 

developed.    However,   such  development has  taken 

place  at a timo when   the   industry had already 

started   undör various  collaboration   terms  and 

hence   the  sanio  has  not found  aia  outlet,  but it «n»bl«d 
the  country.to have a bnae 1er further development. 

3.13      Another   example  of  self-reliance  is  shown  by the 

Binali and  m.-dium industries manufacturing  diesol 

engines  for stationary  operations (   for example, 

pump-sets for   irrigation   and  stand-by power gener- 

ation).     In fact,  the  manufacture   of diesel pump- 

sets  is an example   of appropriate  technology  in 

Indian   circumstances. 

Duo  to  various  reasons,   the    plan   of power generation 

did  not   fructify thereby upsetting  the programme  of 

power  supply  for  irri^.^ion  operations.     Diesel- 

powered   pumpa-:.1 ts prove-'  a¡¡  ^   »1  solution  in such 

cases  and   today a  large   nun.b  r of  the  same are 

operating in very   l.arg'-   aree& all over the country. 

Similarly,  the   powor requirements  of the   industry 

were  aise upset due   to  failure a in   power   plants and 

this gave a very good  opportunity  fcr producing a 

large   r,U!:.b*T  of  stand-by   il e rol sets ranging upto 
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¿000 K.W,,   oapacity. 

In fact,   this industry 

hae displayed a marked  s^nsi-  of awareress  of  the 

market problems and  had  worked  itself   to meet  the 

same • 

3« 14       The   small and  medium-scale   indue trie a have  shown 

remarkable amount of self-reliance  on   indigenous 

technologies.     They  are  capable  of and   are  manu- 

facturing a variety  of consumer  goods and are 

acceptable tflr  the  Indian  community as  of proven 

quality •     Examples of  such  products are   :  radios, 

television  sets, domestic appliances etc.    This 

trend  is  observable    ver  in   industrial  products. 

The  ancillary  industries  not up by large  industries 

to  feed them  have  shown  rapid  progress  and   in   som^ 

cases they have  taken   to manufacture  of thr original 

equipment  also. 

3.15       The  classic example  of development  of appropriate 

technology   is  development   of machinery  for plastic 

and  rubber moulding.     A variety of equipment,   mostly 

semi-automatic  and manual,   are developed i»  the 

country for plastic and  rubbtr goods manufacturo. 

Suoh equipment  are simple,   rugged and  easy to  operate. 

Several of the operations are manual as  opposed  to 
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automatic controls available  from the advanced 

countriesCclosing and   opening   of rams, dwells etc. 

in most   of such equipment  are automatically controll- 

ed  in   sophisticated equi<uent),   thus making the 

equipment   easy on maintenance  and  initial  costs. 

Such  type   of equipment   is widely  used in   India 

today for manufacturing a variety of goods. 

3.16 In fact,  the Government  efforts have  contributed  to 

the  development   of small-scale   industries to a 

large  extent.     The  infrastructure  for devolopraen t 

of this  sector was laid   out by  Government which hei 

helped the   situation   immensely.     Establishment  of 

such  institutes as the  Small Industries Servies 

Institutes with their  extension  centres,  establish- 

ment  of raw material banks at the  consumer points, 

extending fiscal assistance by way  of reduced rates 

of interest etc., establishment   of tool room etc., 

did  help this sector.     In fact,   such professional 

institutes as described übove  have  acted as agents 

for  transfer of appropriate  technology. 

3.17 Today,  the  country  is  in a position  to offer technolo- 

gie s pertaining to nu tal working  (both metal cutting 

and  metal forning)  to meet a variety  of requirements 

of  particularly  other developing countries.    Shorn 

of sup» r  sophistication,  the equipment manufactured 
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and   technologies thereof arc  simply,  and rugged 

capable   of taking rough handling.    Being primarily 

meant for labour-aiding,  the     situation like tho 

type   obtained  in  other developing countries,   they 

are most adaptable  to varied work environs.    The 

measure  of success achieved   in  promoting medium and 

small-scale  industries ahows  the ability of  Indian 

industry  in mooting tho current  situation.    Very 

nany entrepreneurs engaged  in manufacturing a 

variety   of products like  fasteners,  builders*  hard- 

ware,  electrical appliances,  electrical switches 

etc.  have established  regular export  outlets signify- 

ing  the   quality of tho ir manufacture.     Some   of 

them have «ven given  technical collaboration  for 

establishing  similar ventures abroad  in other 

developing countries.  In fact,   India offers a very 

good example   of development  and   its experiences can 

easily  be drawn by other developing countries so that 

the gestation perioda may bo  brought down consider- 

ably  from what they normally  are. 

3.1b      In addition,  such  inntituteB have  started regular 

training courses in various  disciplines so aB to 

impart  tho technical  skillB requir d.  Such insti- 

tutes hnve  played a vital  role   in dissémination of 

knowledge which has helped   the  industry  immensely. 

* 
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Somi   of these   institute s hpve t stablished sound 

professional relations with similar institutes 

elsewhere  in  the world also  so as to keep them 

abreast with   the latest trends in  the   indi3try. 

In addition,   several of the universities oonduot 

research in  the field and  there is a close inter- 

action between the universities and  industries in 

this regard.     Some  of those   institutes are establish- 

ed with the  help received particularly  from U»N. 

organisations.    Some  of these  institutes are  »- 

i)  Central Machine Tool Institute,  Bangalore 

ii)  Central Mechanical Engineering Research 
Institute,  Durgapur 

iii)  Central Institute  of Tool Design, Hyderbad 

iv)   Central Instituto  of Plastic Engineering 
& Tool Design, Madras 

v) National Productivity Council having 
offices all over the  country 

vi) Rational Institute  of    Foundry & Porge, 
^anchi 

vii) Notional Institute  for Training 
Industrial Engineers, Bombay. 

Besides the  above,   somo more  institutes are being 

set up by the Government for developing suitable 

metal team forming technologies.    Bone  of these 

V» 
« 
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are  : Metal Forging Institute, Hyderabad; 

Abrasive a Research Institute, Madras;  Institute 

of Welding,   Triohirapalli etc.     These  institutes 

are besitos professional bodies set up by  industry 

itself which are  solely concerned with the  design 

and development  of the product concerned.    Some 

of these are í    Automobile Research Institute at 

Bombay,  Tractor Training Institutesat Hissar etc., 

and Badui (   set up by  Government for production of 

agricultural implements). 
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CBtfffE - Vf 

ÎÏSlCkh CASE   STUDIES OF   IttDUaTRIBS 

4.1 Choice of technology for any  industrial activity is 

dependent upon various  factors such as  infra- 

structure,  availability  of  skills,  financial 

resources,  marktt  potential,   collaboration,   social 

needs,   aspirations etc.     It  is not always possible 

to get  the  best  possible solution  for all these 

individuai  problems.    As a matter  of fact,  any 

industrial activity would be  optimising various 

factors enumerated above.     This optimisation 

usually   takes into aocount the situation obtained 

at the  time   of decision  making. 

4.2 In a continuous and  changing situation  as was 

obtained  in India   for the  past threu decades, no 

decision   can  be conclusively proved as  the  perfect 

solution.     Similarly,   no solution  can be  termed 

as  totally misplaced,    notwithstanding  such 

conflicting  situation,   a rationale has  to be 

evolved   for  choice   of a suitable   technological 

base for  industrial activity. 

4.3 An  important requirement of  any  industrial activity 

would,   therefore,   be  the flexibility and  adaptability 

of the  industry to the  changing environs with minimum 

dislocation.    Often  it   is not easily attainable. 
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4.4        Technological appropriateness in so far as indus- 

trial activity is concerned has got a wide  conno- 

tation thus defying a precise definition  of the same. 

In  fact,  even among  developing countries,  whereas 

experience  can be  shared  exact situations cannot be 

repeated.     For example,   in a country like  India, 

massive investment  in capital equipment and  primary 

industries like mining,   metallurgical etc.   is 

feasible and  desirable.     The same  may not be 

relevant in  other developing countries for reasons 

such as smallness of market, need  for raising  large 

resources for establishing future ventures,   socio- 

economic background   like  availability of  skilled 

power,  industrial culture  etc.     It  can also  be a 

fact  that  whereas a country like   India nay  tend 

towards larger manpower employment   bias other 

developing  countries having less population  would 

perforce go in  for  labour-saving technologies. 

However,   the  pathos  of experience  could be  taken 

as a  guido and appropriate  technology for industry 

evolved which would suit the local environs. 

4.5        The  oase  studies enclosed would reveal the  develop- 

ment  of various  typical engineering industries in the 

country ( capital and  consumer)  and  the compelling 

reason  for  the  drvulopincnt  or othersise   of these 

industri>s.    It  ia quit«   likely  that  those models 
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may not repeat themselves in other aituations in 

slater developing oountrioa.    However,   the logic 

of development   could  be  taken as a starting factor. 

Por this purpose,  case  étudies of a wide sector 

of engineering industries are made out.    These 

aeotors are  : 

i)  Structural 

ii)  Automobiles 

ill)  Railways 

iv) Metal Working machines 

v)   C< nsumt/r Durables 

vi) Power industry. 
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4.5.1      A  CASE STUDY  OF STRUCTURAL KNGIHE¿RIHG  INDUSTRY  IK 
INDIA 

The  earliest   industries in  the  country have  been 
i/ 

Railways,   Gm 11 P.W.D.   Workshops,   some   Textile 

mills, Port workshops etc.     Whereas Railway 

Rolling Stock   continued  to bo  imported mostly  from 

U.K.  and Europe,   the   track-laying became  predomi- 

nantly labour-intensive  projects.    In  the process, 

construction  of  culverts,   bridges,  tunnels etc. 

were  some   of the essential requirements for this 

purpose. 

2. Realising  the   potential for  civil structure« of 

this t¿pe,   several factories were  established  in 

the  country  as subsidiaries  of predominantly U.K. 

organisations.     These   factories have  undertaken 

manufacture  of girders,  for bridges and  similar 

other structures. 

3. Having acquired expertise  of manufacture  of bridge 

girders,  predominantly for Railways,  the same  has 

been used  in Road network also wherever bridge 

construction  is called for.    In  faot,  construction 

of the famous Howrah Bridge  in Calcutta has caused 

incorporation of a few  companies  in  the country 

to undertake   similar and   other bridge  construction 

works. 

4. Even with regard  to Railways,  the  foreign-owned 

Indian  companies started  manufacturing  (   this is 

¿/ Public Works Department 
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predominantly  structural in execution)  various 

types of  wagons,   coaches and   other  materials 

required. 

5. Many of these factories have  flourished   in  the 

Eastern region  of the   country  by virtue   of the 

fact that  this was the   only  area having some 

engineering base   in  the  country before   Independence. 

6. However,   most  of  the   raw materials required  for 

such construction like   steel  plates,   angles, 

sections of various other  iteras  continued  to be 

imported  from U.K.  as  the   basic  steel  industry was 

in a very   infant  stage at that time,    tart of  this 

requirement  was being   started even  before  Indepen- 

dence but  the necessity of  importing  could not be 

curtailed. 

7» These  factories manufacturing  structures have 

established necessary  infrastructure  required 

for manufacture  of  such items.    necessary  skills 

were-  also  acquired  for design  and  manufacture  of 

the  same with th..  recuit that  they are  in a position 

to independently design and  manufacture  similar  or 

other structures for  different  situations. 

8. Soon after  Independence, management  of these  compan- 

ies has changed hands  and   became  totally  Indian. 

Bven at  the   time   of take-over,   the  book value   of the 

equipment   installed was negligible. 
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9« All through the existence of theBe  industries,  there 

had been virtually no upgrading  of equipment with 

the  result  that after  certain amount  of time,  these 

factories became  technologically  obaol  scent.    It is 

at this point   of time  that  the management  of these 

oompanies changed  into Indian hands.    Bven after 

the  change-over,  there  haB been virtually no new 

investment  in  these  companies with  the result  that 

these  oompanies continued  to carry  on  obsolete 

practices. 

10» It was very clear that many  of these  factories were 

not in a technologically  competent position   to under- 

take sophisticated work  pertaining to  various  indus- 

trial activities started  soon aftur Independence. 

While  these companies could  manufacture  some   of the 

traditional items,   they were woofully  incompetent 

to handle more  difficult  jobB. 

11. The result  of this technological obsolescence and 

poor management haB been  that these firms progressi- 

vely decayed and  bacamo  sick.    Government,   for reasons 

other than business principles,  toolt over management 

of these    firms and   some   of them alBO were nationali- 

sed.    From then on,   technological innovations wero 

incorporated  into the factories so as to make  them 

competitive  in the  prosent industrial atmosphere. 

Notwithstanding such a poor situation,  realising 
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the importance  of atrue turni industry in the 

industrial development of the  country,  Government 

atarted under public  sector,  factories for manufac- 

turing technological structures.     3uch factories 

have   started  contributing  to  the  requirement* of 

industrias  in  quite a sizeable way.    In a very short 

period of time,   they had  acquired the  expertise and 

akillB and  design, manufacturing  and  erecting at 

site   some  of  the many complicated  structures. 

12. Today,  these Government  companies are effectively 

contributing  in   large  industries like  Cement, 

Fertilizer, Petro-chemicals,   Iron & Steel»  and 

Sugar plants,  Chemical  plants etc. 

13. An important industrial structure which is slightly 

out  of tne  normal described  above,  has been the 

manufacturo of transmission  towers.    The country's 

power programmes g»vo a  large market  for such 

towers nnd   this market was readily cashed and 

several firms have specialised  in manufacturing 

auch towers in  the country.    In fact,  Indian manu- 

facturers are  some  of  the leading manufacturers of 

towers in the     world and   they  had exported   such 

towers to  several countries  in the world. 

14. The   industrial bcom that  was generated during the 

first three  Plans has caused creation  of large 

amount uf capacity for  structural production. 
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In  terms  of tonnage,  the  total capacity  is 

452,000 tonnes por annum.    As against this»   the 

production   of structuras  is  124»000 tonnes  per annum. 

This   is due  to the fact  that  there  has  been  a 

retardation of  the  total  industrial activity from the «"ourth 

Plan   onwards which also  affected the   industry 

manufacturing structurais. 

1;.        Manufacture  of structurais  involve  both in-plant 

manufacture  and  site-manufacture/installation. 

There   is a close   relation between  these   two 

activities without which  installation  of  the 

structuree would  become  difficult.     The  Indian 

structural  industry has come  of age  to  the  extent 

that   they are  capable  of  taking turn-key assign- 

ments for design,  manufacture  and   installation. 

Some   of  the  Indian structural manufacturers have 

become prime  contractors    to  overseas consultants 

in  Third countries.     This hns come about  aa  a 

boon at a time when  the  industry is starving 

for work. 

16. One   of the  important items   of structures is manu- 

facture  of EOT cranes.     Such cranes were a major 

imported  item till Independence.    Subsequently, 

the  position has changed drastically  to such an 

l/   Electric Overhead travelling 
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extent that today,  the country  is in a position to 

manufacture   cranes upto  100 tonnes capacity  for 

various duty requirements. 

17. Technologically,  manufacturo of structures  involve 

large covered areas as well as working in the open 

at site. Covered area becoming more «xpe-naive and 

the labour unwilling to spend in difficult working 

situations, the technology of manufacture of 

structures is boing slowly vacated from the advanced 

world . This situation has become ideal for Indian 

•trueturai manufacturers to cash in. 
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4.5.U. AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY - A CASE STirny 

Shortly after the Second World War, a private firm 

was permitted to start automobile assembly for passenger 

cars.    Soon after,   the  same firm was allowed to expand 

into manufacturing activity for passenger cars.    Sub- 

sequently, in early fifties,  two more companies started 

passenger car  assembly and manufacturing activities.     In 

mid-fifties,  the country took to manufacture of trucks 

and  a few firms were licensed  for  the same. 

2. A large amount  of not or cycles were disposed of .a 

Junk by the Army soon after the War and these came into  the 

pooBession of private parties.     This helped generate 

demand for motor-cycles  and some firms started nanufactu- 

ring of motor-cycles under collaboration.    Subsequently, 

a Scooter raado  ito appearance  in late-fifties and 

it  became instantly  popular.     Its popularity lod  to 

another firm also being licensed for manufacture of 

scooterB.    Both theso ventures wero witii   Italian 

collaboration. 

3. There was demand for automobiles having strenuous 

duty like Jeeps  and Army vehicles.     This demand was ulao 

recognised well in time and manufacturing activitioa 

werelMtiated in the country at a fairly early stage 

for these vehicles. 

4. It was recognised that the  automobile industry has 

a significant role to play in tho industrial development 
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of tho country«  AP-'^t from the fact that it generates 

the maximum employment potential,  it also helps in 

the industrial growth in other sectors aleo.    It also 

has  been the foro-runner of development   of industrial 

skills in tho country which aro of immense value in 

a developing  country  like India. 

5« Table I shows  tho production  of various vehicles  in 

the country beginning from  early fiftioa.    It will 

be seen from  this table thnt  the volume of production 

is in no way near tho then volumes  of production in 

the advanced countries.    Even today, the volumes of 

production aro ^iowhere near tho rogimc3 of production 

in the  advanced  countries. 

6. With volumes being low,   the production techniques 

were suitably  scaled down.     Thus,  a technology of 

general purpose machining involving a largo number 

Of operations,  lory;  cycle times,  large  inventory of 

jigs and fix turo a  otc.  was  the order of the day* 

This has resulted  in the quality of  the products 

be.ing necessarily low.    The  passenger  cars  produced 

in India    aro  way behind and  cannot be comparod to 

the  products  of advanced world« 

7» For production during the period  of growth of auto- 

mobile  industry,   the  basic input, viz.,   stoel 

(structural   steel,  carbon and  alloy steels,  sheet 

Bteel etc.)  were woefully inadequate and   those wore 
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being imported.    Apart from these,   other accessories 

like spark plugs,  listons, piston rings,  herrings, pa- 

nel meters  etc.  vere also being  imported. 

8. During this period,  the country  took a decision to 

large-sceJU  ir.duslrif.disat ion wHich necessitated 

import  of  large amount of Capital equipment.    With 

resources  being inadequate during that tine,  enough 

attention was  not  ¿mid to importation  of raw natorials. 

This has led  to restricted quota system which prevented 

sizing  the factories fo*   large volume production. 

Thus,  tho tec'-Jiolo:-y of production was slated down* 

9, The spin-*ffs  from automobile industry were felx in 

various  fields.    Development   erf this  industry led to 

the establishment of industries  for producing rubber 

products,  non-ferrous quality grade foundry and forge 

industries,   etc. 

10. At the  time  of  str.rt of Industrial Revolution 

in the country, viz.,  in early fifties, no industrial 

base of   any  si^nilicuice was existing in the country. 

Because  of  this,  the factories which were being 

established,  automobile industry being no except.on 

started with  the  concept of complete manufacture 

barring accessories (inclusive of such «mall  items 

like fasteners etc.)  which was thought of aB tho only 

solution* 
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11« This has led  to riore and more capital being employed 

towards manufacturo of components having features 

similar to othur industries also.     Thus,  under one 

roof, manufacture  of complete engine  inclusive of 

engine  castings,   forgings,  crank-shnft,  valve and 

tappet rods,  fasteners,  rocker arms etc., were under- 

taken.    This was  mother cause for  the bic.s towards 

more and more general purpose machines  being employed 

in this industry. 

12. Notwithstanding such tendencies,   the truck industry 

took the leap forw<jrd by initiating technology for 

mase manufacture.     This has led to utilisation of 

more and more autonotic machine tools,  transfer lines, 

multi-spindle       lathes  etc.,  without which the volumes of 

manufacture were unthinkable.     This  development led 

to manufacture of  special purpose     machines in the 

country. 

13. Around this period,  industrial climate has picked up 

significantly  and  several ancillaries have cone about 

which manufactured  came or similar  items catering to 

different industries.    Automobile industry encouraged 

this tendency and  even profited by the same. 
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14»       An accelerated industrial development producing 

capital goods has ¿rcatly helped the automobile- 

industry to the extont   that their dependence on 

imported raw materials,   castings and forgings etc. 

has  become less and less.     Today, barring  a few items, 

there is hardly any dependence on imported  raw materials« 

15«       Industrial development generated demand for personal 

transport far in excels  of production with total stoppage 

of importation of automobiles,     baiting time  for 

passenger cars was verylong.     The personal trans- 

port requirements  were both for    assenger  cars  and 

two-wheeler scooters.     It was at this time  tuat the 

Government thought  of  entering inte manufacture in 

the public sector.     Consequently, Government  entered 

into an agreement with an Italian firm for complete 

transfer of scooter plant from Italy to  India.    This 

happened     sometino.in late-eixties.     However,  the 

Gov rnuent did not  encourage the passenger car industry 

as much as  it has  encouraged  the other industries and 

this industry has not given a good account of itself» 

16.       Government also toyed with  the idea of asuaf acturing 

people's  car from nid-sixties  onwards.     Several propo- 

sals were invited  Tron the thai  existing manufacturers 

and  evaluation efforts were also nade.    However,  due to 

paucity of fun;1.s .-.nd priorities of industrialisation. 
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Qovornment did not come to a conclusion regarding 

manufacture of People's  car in the Public sector. 

However,  it was decided  by  the Government to deve- 

lop indigenously  a People's  car.     Th J3 was moro a 

decision based on tho spirit of nationalism than 

pragmatism. 

ÎT«      With large production of trucks and availability of 

personal transport in the form of cars, scooters, 

mopeds etc.   in the market,   both the industrial 

scene and the rural  oconomy underwent tremendous 

changes.    Tho agricultural produce found quicker 

outlet to tho narkots.    Apart from this, tho rural 

areas also benefitted by "tho mobility offered by 

automobiles for pasaenger transport and goo's 

transport.     Seen as an input for rural development, 

automobile has an important role to play in up- 

lifting the maaciea from tho abysmal povorty lovels 

to somothing botter  and  higher. 

18.       Manufacture of automobiles started with a pay-load 

of 3-ton trucks.    Today,   it is  slated to produce 

10-ton trucks and  oven higher.    Production of much 

heavier-duty trucks is also  well within the compe- 

tence and  expertise available with the autornoblo 

industry and it is seriously considering manufactu- 

ring of such trucks subject to Government 

approvals etc. 
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In BO for as raanuf act viro of two-wheelers io concerned, 

ulready the snob valu o has become on Important factor 

thus unseating tho n.otor-cycle us the meant; of transport« 

People have startod looking for scooters more and they 

are willing to wnit for  the  sane tlüBt going for motor- 

cycles • 

20.       Realising auch tendencies,  the Public   Sector establi- 

shed for manufacture  of   scooters,  haB sub-licenced 

several units in the  country for manufacturing 

scooters in various brand names.    This,  to sono 

oxtent,  has eased   the market conditions. 

21 •      Bven in the matter of Scootore, the consumera have 

becomo moro choosy rmd they are looking for better 

service  conditions,  reliability,  performance etc., 

with the result  that  some brands  of scooters  arc 

finding it increasingly  difficult  to compote in tho 

market duo to one reason or the other» 

22.      As Jtated earlior,  ava lability of fi ìanco and  avai- 

lability of  import licences for manufacturo,  decided 

more in sizing tho factoría o than the douancl  for the 

same.     This has roeuluod  in a large un-fulfillod 

demand.     This eitur.bion was well exploited by  the 

automobile industry  in maximising tho production to 

the extent  possible end  pr fited by the sane.    However, 

the situation hr.a  substantially undergone a 
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soa-change i'rom early 1974  onwards consequent to a 

Btoep riBe in  tho fuel coBt.    Tho incroaaod running 

cost had a telling  oifoct   on the  automobile  industry» 

particularly,   the p.-xi song er cartJ,  with   the result 

that the don and for   Mie sane h-s  fallón considerably. 

A part of thÍ3 dcnrrid is dfevortod towards scooters. 

23. Today,   the autonobilo industry tho Truck and tho two 

Whooler/ Throe who oler industry)   in  the  country can bo 

ranked  as one  of thovory nature     industries.     The 

low volumes of production are more consequent upon 

loss den and  and  1. ck  of availability  of capital than 

duo  to anything else.    Tho autonobilo  industry has 

ombarkod upon exporting of the products,  particularly! 

public transport vehicles,   to other de volo ping 

countries in  the world.    Being competitive by all 

standards, the  Indian trucks and buses have found 

greater acceptability olsewhoro in the world. 

24. The country has -leo started exporting two-wheelerB, 

particularly,   scuoterà,  and the  Indian manufacturad 

scooters hnvo bocono increasingly popular in South- 

Bast Asia.    In fact,   one Indian firn has given technical 

collaboration  for nr.nufncture of its  brand of two- 

whoelers in Taiwan» 
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25.       In 80 far ac  the  manufacture of  automobile components 

like tyres,  tubes,  radiatore,  wheel-rims,  dash-board 

instruments,   fuel irjuc  ion equipment,  electricals 

etc.  are concerned,   India  is  in  a  commanding position 

today.     Almost all  thebo  things   are manufactured  in  the 

country tu  int em: .tit ¡.al Stanfords.     deverai of these 

are finding   export    , ikwto,   buch  in devolt^int  and 

advanced Cuuntn.s.     The  Indian automobile industry  io 

capable- of manufacturing,  apart   fron  the pr prietory 

items described  rhove,   such  itons  as Crankshafts, 

Cau shaftu,   cu.i,,c Line rods  etc.     Such  of those  itens 

can be manufactured either   ;.&   completely machined to 

customer require,.ont   or su, , lied  as raw  castings  and 

forgings ready fur    machining.     The industry in  well 

poised  for undertaking supply  of  components aß well  as 

sub-assenblice also  to specific  requirement  of the cus- 

tomers.     IntVct  Siiio of the  companies.started    negotia- 

tion for supply  of auch  components   (forged  items in 

particular )   to  EEC countries. 
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4.5.111 

1. The   country  has inherited  a vast network of Railway 

systen left by  the  Briti h conpanics.      The Railways 

were  nationalised  in  early  fifties  and   hence they 

become  the propurty  of  the  ccuiury.     Strictly speak- 

ing,   the Railways wore one   of  i,hu  earliest  and also 

the  largest   industrial  enterprises,.'  in   the  country. 

The don;aid for civil   engineering,  nechanical engin- 

eering and  electrical  engineering was   generated to a 

large  extent  by   the  Railways  only. 

2. The   notivi Lies  ef  the Railways oan be   divided  into 

two  foatures,  viz.,   commercial  and  cugini .er ing.     The 

commercial activity  pertains  to uovenemt  of pnoson- 

gcrB   and ,-,oa s   traffic  acres? the country and reali- 

sing   the revenue.     The  engineering portion can be 

taken  as conprising  of  manufacturo and   maintenance  of 

locomotives,  rolling stock,  railway tracks,   construc- 

tion,  re lairti  etc.   of bridgefl and   other   structurais. 

3. In  so  far as. the engineering portion  wne  concerned, 

thore was a network   of  Railway Workshops  spread all 

over  the country for  maintaining   the   rolling  stock. 

This  maintenance ulao   included Manufacture  of  some   of 

the  spare parts  v deh  are frequently   in   UBO.     Sometimes, 

those  spere  parto  were heavier items   also, 

4. The  first effort the  country nade towards self-reliance 

is   the  establishment   of manuJ aciuring   facilities 
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for passenger coaches and Steam loconotives. 

5. Even before Independence,   the passenger coaches used 

to be manufactured  in the  country by some pri- 

vate firno the technology forwhich was fairly 

fcbsolete.    Government   took  the step  of manufactu- 

ring shell coaches which reduced  the  weight  of the 

coach  thereby  increasing the haulage capacity  of 

the  engines.     A collaboration was entered  into for 

the manufacture of  such  cuaches  mû soon,  coaches 

of various designs  and configurations were rolled 

out from this  factory.     Today,   this  factory manufac- 

tures     a major amount   of   the coach-stock of   the 

country and also is  exporting ~  good  proportion of 

its manufacture to other countries.     Technologically, 

it has boon proved  that  these  coaches  are as good, 

if not,   better,   as .any other coach manufactured in 

the world. 

6. With the  establishment of a factory for manufactu- 

ring Steam locomotives   i.n the Public sector,   thoro 

wore two  organisation,  for producing  the steam 

locomotivos one  for  broad gua¿e  (in the public 

sector)  and one  for metre gauge  (in the privato 

sector).     The very establishment  of factorise  of 

this nature called for development of manufacturing 

skills  in various fields like development of 

steel  castings,  manufacture of heavy f orginge  etc. 
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üuch activities were taken on  li.-jid   in a comprehensive 

manner and by leite fifties,   the country was fairly 

advanced  in the locomotives Manufacture  though  it 

waa   s .ill importine sono  of ti tese  fron Germany 

and  Canada. 

7.        In the early  sixties,  the   country ngntly felt that 

it  should go in for Diesel an¿¡  KLcctric locomotivos 

afl   compelling  technological factors  like  haulage of 

heavier goods  over long distances,  necessity of higher 

speed to keep the tracks  clear as  quickly as possible 

and  increase  in the  volume of  both the Goods and 

Passongcr  traffic were   already    felt.    With these 

ideas in view,   a factory for manufacturing Diesel 

locoaotives was set up  with Ancrican collaboration. 

The diesel locomotives  so manufactured were primarily 

intended for move/a en t  of goods  and   some   of the fast 

passenger trains.     Slowly,  the network was increased 

to include more and  more of  passenger trains  and 

the goods  traffic. 

8.        Simultaneously, the country felt the need to use 

Electric traction as  diesel oil is an imported iteri» 

Slowly,   the steam engine manufacture is vacated and 

manufacture  of electric  locomotives,  again with 

American collaboration,  was   Laken  up.      üuch manufac- 

turing activities  progressed  simultaneously with 

making suitable modifications etc.   in the tracks« 
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laying power cables on trunk routes so as  to facili- 

tate electric traction. 

9. Today,  tiro  country   is  m  a position to manufacturo 

both electric locomotive r-.nd d:i.et>ul locomotives and 

the  import  content of  those  products is confined to 

importation of raw materials and  certain proprietory 

items« 

10. Manufacture of s uch products has helped tho establish- 

ment of a technological bi3c in the country for under- 

taking manufacture  of heavy industrial products. 

These include manufacturo of 3tcel and alloy castings, 

heavy forgings and welding toclinologics  etc. 

11. In so far as the  exports are  concerned,  it  is more 

a matter  of availability   of surplus  production towards 

export rather than non-competitiveness of   these 

products in the world market.    However,   the country 

has  started  exporting on  a modest  scale diesel loco- 

mot   vos to  other devele >cd  countries. 

12. Technologically,  though  it  has  progressed considerably 

over  the  Inst  three decades,   it does not  compare     xth 

tho advanced world.    This   is understandable. 

13. Realising  the potential for bilateral collaborations 

with  Indian Railways,  many  countries  are  already 

approaching  India for technical a praisal,  assistance 

etc.   India is already assisting a number  of countries 

in  this field. 

V. 
« 
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4.5.iv Á CASE STUDY ON METAL WORKING MACHINES 

1. The Industrial Revolution launched  in  the country from 

early fifties  onwards create-i  a huge demand for Metal 

Working  nachmo tools.     This,   coupled with the denand 

generated by Defence and   other  organisations,  has   justi- 

fied  in  starting the Machine T>. ol  industry on a compre- 

hensive  scale.    Realising such   auge demand   the country 

started  production of machine  tools  in the  public  sector» 

The nach ine tools  contemplated in the  public sector were 

again,  general purpose lathes  of various  types arxi sizes 

under tconical  collaboration with foreign  firms.     The 

machines manufactured by Hie public sector were of a super- 

ior t;, po  by virtue  of   their technical collaboration with 

an European firn as  against similar  equipment manufac- 

tured by  local enterprises  which were more or less  inde- 

pendent  ventures.     This lias led  to nore and more dorn and 

for  the  machine tuols manufactured   in  the public  sector, 

2. Realising   the  potential  of h .ving no  other ^anufacturer 

in the  country,   Hie public   suéter started manufacturing 

Milling nachmus  and Grinding i...-.chines   also,  again under 

technical   collaboration.     Those machines  became instant 

success   as   the denand for t?uch ¡'achine  tools  was  very 

large.     Realising   the market potential,   the private firms 

in the  country have  -Iso  cashed  r^n  by  improving their 

products   and  diversifying the saio to   suit  to varied 

industrial situations.     Though  tacre was   mutual competi- 
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tion in. tho beginning botweon the public and Private 

sectors,   it became at a lator  stage mutually supplemen- 

tary, 

3. Tho  country onborkod upon development  of 

small-scale industries for manufacturing various 

items.     It was also made tho declared  policy of tho 

Oovornnont that every large industrial house should pro- 

mote ancillary industrial estates for manufacturing and 

supplying various items  of their needs.     This  has led to 

demand  for simple general purpose machine tools which  are 

IOBS  costly and which a small cntroprenour can afford. 

4. Seeing tho potential several  small-scale indus- 

tries havo cone up far manufacturing general purpose 

machine tools like drilling machines,  lathes, bench 

grinders,   and a host  of other typos.     Invariably  in all 

such  casos,  the manufacturing  activity was confined to 

manufacture and  assembly of machino  tools leaving  cast- 

ings  and forgings to be  procured frdn o;hor areas.    This 

has   led  to  development of « Forcing and Pounds indiwtry 

in  the  country oven  in tho small-scale sector with  the 

result   that today, very uany  ouall foundries  and  forging 

industries  exist in the country supplying  to a variety 

of  firmi. 

5. With  the growth of industrial  activity, more and  more 

typos  of machine  tools are added to   the manufacturing 

r.npe,   ao: ictii.^s by  collaboration and sometimes by 

internal  development.     Such machine   tools  includo 

< 
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special  purpose machines used In industries like Rail- 

ways,  Automobiles,  Tractors,   Electrical industries  etc, 

and N.C.  nachinea used  in   batch production industry. 

6, In fact,  there aro a few targe undertakings  exclusively 

for manufacturing special  purpose and  transfer machine 

tools  only in   the country.     Many   of the spocial purpose 

nachinea   like  centering  and facing nachinea,   drilling 

nachinea otc.   arc being manufactured increasingly in 

tho small-scale sector thus  signifying tho growth of 

this sector and its competence.     In fact,  the small- 

scale suctor is manufacturing both goneral purpose  and 

special  purpose machine tuoi3.    Most  of its  products 

aro sold to  tho small and medium-scale  industries. 

7. Tho country manufactures  today lathes,   milling machines, 

grinding machines,  crank-shaft grinding machines, 

horizontal  boring mohines,  vertical  turning  and 

boring mills,  special purpose horizontal Voring mach- 

ines,   single  spindle  and  raultlspindle     automata, 

gear cutting machines,   tool  and cutter grinders, 

pantograph  engraving nachinon,  special purpose machine 

tools suited  to particulier  configuration for \iso in 

automobile,   engineering  and other industries  etc. 

These Machine  tools  are manufactured  to international 

standards.     These machines   arc supplied with the necess- 

ary accossorios  thus extending tho range of  tho 

machine V olu.     The  quality  of such machine tuols 

• 
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manufacturod in the  country is of euch a class that, 

in a short span of tine,   the country has exported 

machine tools worth  over Rs.  100 nil lion worth of tools 

all over the world in 1977-78 alone. 

An important  roquironont  of notai cutting machino tools 

la availability of correct and superior cutting tools. 

Having recognised this requirement   in time,  the country 

has  established a strong  industrial base for manufacture 

of cutting tools.    The country today is in a position 

to aanufacturo high-speed  cutting tuols like drills, 

roamcrs,  dies  and taps, Milling cutters,  slitting saws 

etc  to international standards.     The country  is also 

manufacturing Tungsten Carbide tools  (ooth brazod and 

throw-away tipe with tool  holders)  for use in all menino 

tools of high  productivity.     Even hero,   the trends   in  tho 

advanced world  towards making tougher and tougher car- 

bide  toole  liko coatod carbiéos etc.   are already ïn  the 

manufacturing programmes   it «any cutting tool manufac- 

turers.     3ome  of  the cutting tool manufacturers  also 

started offering oust oner services  of manufacturing  and 

supplying special purpose machino tools  in larger volumes 

also* 

9. In eo farra uetal forming machine tools are concerned, 

the position has not lagged f«r behind. Beginning fron 

total inporte  at the time of Independence, today,  tho 
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country is almost self-sufficient in nanufacturing 

shears, press brakes,  powor prooees otc.     In fact,  power 

presses upto 1000 tonnes of capacity  are successfully 

manufactured already. 

10»       The sheet notai machino tools manufactured  in  the country 

are     supplied    to various typos  of industries.     Tho  country 

is manufacturing roller-food automatic machines used in 

maus production industries and  also presses  with rota.".¿ 

index tables used specially in electrical industries. 

Manufacture of double-stroke and triple-stroke machines 

has alruccly boon perfected with   the result  that today 

the country is almost solf-roliant  for most  of its shoci 

notai requirements.     In fact,   there is a sizeable voluno 

of those Machino tools exported all over the world 

including  advancod countrios like U.S.A.  and Vest 

Europoon countries. 

11. For crartain typos  of operations,  it  is essential to 

have hydraulic presses as against mechanical presses. 

These proBsoa aro also manufactured in the country  today 

to accoptablo international standards. 

12. The following tablo would show tho total 

consumption of machine tools,   internal production,  inpor\. 

and exports 
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T  h  * h E 

Yoar Total Import 
1/oduction 

Ex-,i ort Total Consun- 
ti n 

(Rupees in Million) 

1961 85.2 

1962 120.1 
1963 167.3 

1964 209.7 

1965 254 » 6 
1966 26Î.& 

1967 234.7 
1968 203,3 
1S69 2 ' 3 v 7 
1970 '.— •   r 

1S71 503.0 

1972 4-4*5 
1973 6CioO 

1974 
1975 1032,5 
1976 110.3 

178.9 

139.5 

315.1 
344.4 
352.1 
430.0 

324 «0 

33: «1 
103.£ 

'.c:,o 
2'7.0 

;-::.4 
'•"?. ^ 

1.5 

1.0 

1.7 
2.6 
5.6 
6.6 
6.8 

18.8 

29.5 
?.7.9 
30.5 
t' I r 3 

"5,9 
71.2 

83.9 
100,0 

262.6 

308.6 
481.2 

551.5 
601.1 
708.2 

641.9 
522.6 

427.1 
529.6 

689.5 
709.7 
875.1 

1117.1 
1375.6 

13.       As would be   .:•_-.-i, t'/o   .cchnolorical demand  on tho 

donertie produiticn oí "achino tools  i3 for tho whole 

eystcr.i,   ir;n tho simplest to  the nost  conplóx in to eh-» 

nclojica1. e^ecMtion.    Happily, tiiis complete syston is 

boing catered for by local manufacture. 
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14»      The donand for metal working nach inca  is a   derived 

denand.     Almost all the products it manufactures go 

towards  capital equipment for  other  industries,  the 

technology of which is dependent  on facto^ s like denand, 

supply,   type of  product  (whether it leads to simpler 

manufacture or ncH.ds a complex technological base),   the 

type of  collaboration etc.     In such   a situation,  parti- 

cularly  when the country  is on road to industrialisation, 

sone of  the very sophisticated machine tools,  metrologi- 

ca! iteras  etc.  are not  taken up for manufacture. 

15. Even t;.-ugh the per formane e of the industry appears to 

be impressive,  it   is nowhere near the  technological 

standards obtained   in the advanced countries.     Notwith- 

standing this,  these equipnent  are  able to moot,  by and 

largo,   the demand   for this  class   of equipnent. 

16. Whereas  the industry has built adequate manufacturing 

oompetonce,   its design  competence  is  yet to  be fully 

developed.    This aspect  is  in its  early stages  of deve- 

lopment  now.     The  stage is now such  that the  country has 

to  impart know-how for  some of  the advanced  type of 

machine tools though it can launch improvements   (by design 

modifications)  on the existing products, 

17. Many developing countries have taken advantage of the 

Indian   machine tool industry and have profited by seeking 

collaborations fron Indiai   partios. 
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4.5.vi Á ÇAgfi 3TUPY çy çpNSUMafl PUMPEN IPPWTffl 

1. Consumer durables  nay be classifiod  as such   of tho 

ite;.8 which a person it   in need  of pot jessing  but 

unable   to do  ao for want  of disposable incone.    Such 

itene as Bicycles»   Sewing machines,  Electric Fane, 

Electric Irons,  Rofrfcgerators  etc. nay bo classified 

as oonsunor durables.    While there is no precise 

logic  to dofino or exclude  itene,   it ìB generally 

understood that  such of  the  articles which help 

confortable  living of middle-class  societies can bo 

classifiod as conßuner durables. 

2« The dovclopncnt  of consumer durables induatry in the 

country is rather  interesting.     Till independence, 

almost  none  of those products wore manufactured in 

the country.    However,   the  country had been a ready 

market for products  of these goods,   particularly 

from U.K.    Many  of the  trade nanos,  e.g.,   in Bicycles 

were  a by-word evon with the rural folk. 

3. Cashing  on such  innoneo  popularity and  d ou and for tho 

Bane,   to take Bicycles ac  a specific case,   many  firms 

in India have entered into collaboration agrcementa 

with  foreign manufacturers whoso brands  by   then 

becomo  popular in  the  country.     In Bone casos, 

foreign technicians wore hired  and no collaboration 
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was entered into.    Both these types ventured in the 

market. 

4. Tho Industrial Revolution brought about  the need for 

cheapor trnnsport at  various strata of society. 

Thus BicycloB  bocanc  an object of possession by a 

largo nunbor of population.    In rurnl aroas,  apart 

fron personal transportation,  Bicyclos aro used for 

transportation of goods  also in a nodest  way.     Things 

like Koro3eno,  Milk,  Vegetables,  aro soné oxanples. 

5. Oovernncnt also  encouraged this industry by giving 

liberal  incentivos by  way   of loans  to various 

onploy.es for acquiring bicycles.     This has helpod 

the industry substantially. 

6. Production of  bicycles was taken on a uass scale 

right  fron the beginning so aB to keep the cost  of 

manufacturo at   the lowest  possible level.    Hardly 

any frills are added  to the bicycle so as  to keep 

the cost down.     With  such cost-saving tochniqu«« 

coup]   d with naso i^roduc   ion,   tho  coat     f bicycle 

became cheaper.     This  lino  causer1   to keep  tho prio« 

of bicyclo at  fairly luw level.     Coupled with 

incontivo  to acquire  bicycles  tho da.ir.nd  was kept 

up and sonctiiues gonorated. 

7. In sevoral cases the  technical collaboration endod 
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up with importation of second-hand and reconditioned 

machines fron the principals with the Bole objective 

of producing  bicycles  on a nass scale» 

8. The dc....nd being ever-increasing  all the  finas 

started  expanding   their  plants.     This expansion 

invariably  was achieved  by duplicating the  plant 

within  itself  rather than buying original equipaent 

fron either  the principals or othor overseas manu- 

facturers.     This period  coincided with bicycles 

having been vacated fron the manufacturing activity 

in the   advanced countries. 

9« Bicycle be cai. e an  item  of  possession for the 

physical and sports  activities even in the advanced 

countries and  India   cashed on in  this new situ« „ion 

by exporting bicycles to various  countries  in the 

world. 

10.      Very soon the bicycle industry  established  a strong 

base for itself and sta -ted working on nass 

production techniques.     It started development  of 

special  purpose machines,  on its  own.    Simultaneously 

a large base  of small and ancilliary industries 

was activated with a view to reducing  investment« 

In fact,  the cult  of enginc^ri^1; activity was 

actively spread by  bicycle manufacture. 
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11. When export  of bicycles was taken  un a large scale, 

the country had to i .port high speed hubs  in the 

initial stages.     However,   the situation is  changed 

now and ~.udi   and several oti.cr devices  are   being 

manufactured  in the country both  for donestic and 

export rr.rket. 

12. The Manufacturers h-.ve  taken ocvcral steps   to nakc 

the products  uoru attractive.     Several new nodels 

were brought  out  into the narket  to neet different 

demands   (both fron poor  and  affluent societies). 

Of lato,  Bòne  parties  have  cene up in the  country 

which have developed a snail petrul engine  to 

propel the bicycle.     Such pover  packs arc increas- 

ingly  being used  in cycle rikshaws which are 

predominant in several  parts  of   the country.     (The 

cycle rikshaw is  a cheap  alternate node  of  trans- 

port) .     Of late,   the cycle manufacturers  have 

even diversified into manufacturing mpeds etc., 

signifying  the technological advancements  they had 

nade. 

13»      Today,   Indian bicycle  industry lias sot up establishments 

in severed other  developing  countries which include 
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export of know-how,  equipment,  engineering services 

etc.    The bicycle industry  in the country is  one 

of the noat self-reliant industries    todny. 

14«      Manufacture  ux  ¿owing machines hau been somewhat 

on a different scale.    Tailoring bucane a very 

connon thing for ameliorating unemployment  problem« 

Sono of the well-knovm branda like Singer  and Pfaff 

were very  popular names   in  the country» 

15»      For some reason,  no foroign nane was allowed to be 

used as  trade name  for domestic manufacture of 

Bowing machines.     Several firms  have  come up for 

aanufacturing seving machines in the country by 

way of copying and by way of importing  technology« 

Giant  organisations have  sprung up in the country 

in a very Bhort tino  for manufacture  of doneetio 

••wing nachinos.     Those have  captured  the whole 

market and availability  of sewing nachinos  itself 

generated a new market   '"or the sale of the products. 

Seeing the potential or   this  item, several firms 

in the small-ficalu orci;or li.^'-j come up for manu- 

facturing and supplying of various components of 

sewing nachinos,   both machined  and un-nachined. 

Such factories having low overheads wero able to 

supply  these cunpononts to a largo number of 
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organisod sewing nach ine manufacturers on a very 

conpetitive basis.    Being a product of ready 

acceptance even in the rural areas, manufacture of 

sowing machines den anded nasa production techniques» 

Many of  tlio s cuing machines and oonponent manu- 

facturers  have developed their  own special purpose 

machines solely built around the component configu- 

ration.     Such technology proved an instant success 

in bringing down the coot  of Manufacture and 

increasing the productivity per unit capital 

employed.     Such strategics  wore not  in the way of 

higher labour onploynont  as the market for sewing 

machines was unii ni tod. 

16.      Certain teclinological  improvements - both in the 

design of the machino  and  in  the manufacturing 

techniques - were attemptod and such attempts by 

and large,  have succeeded.     Manufacture of a 

variety of designs to suit different strata of 

customers,  e.g. making Hani-model,  Tailor -model, 

motorisation were successfully attempted so as to 

cater to all sectors of consumers. 
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.17«       The manufacturing techniques of sewing machines are 

so perfected by   the Indian industry that they are 

one  of the nost  competitive  in  the world.    Recogni- 

sing this,  many  advanced countries like Germany 

and  Japan have  started imparting  a large numbe  of 

sewing machine     components  manufactured in India 

thus  signifying  the  technological      progress that th« 

the industry has  made. 

18»       In spite of the fact that there was an ever-expanding 

market for various  configuration of sewing machines, 

little attempt was nado by the manufacturers  to 

tread into other  allied linos.     For example,  there 

is  a great potential   in the country even today for 

manufacture  of  industrial  sewing machines for 

stitching  of canvas,  leather and   even g am ont 

; manufacturers.     Ne manufacturer of sewing machines, 

. particularly,   the l;irgc houses  h a*-e  taken pains  to 

manufacture such prcduc s.     Today,  the country 

imports  a significant amount  of  those machines. 

19.       India,   being a tropical country,   the demand for 

table/Ceiling fans was already existing.    V/ith 

electrification increasing  progressively much of 

this demand  was  converted into ready market« 

Being a sophisticated product comparatively, these 
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itens are manufactured in large sectors.    However, 

for keeping the prices down find beconing compétitive, 

many of the large manufacturers  of  such itens have 

resorted to sub-contracting the various itens.    This 

has resulted  in a large gainful enployment for many 

un-skilled people. 

20»      Both in design  and execution,  the Fan nanufacturers 

have achieved a measure  of  perfection with the 

result  that  these articles  are regularly exported 

under vcurious  trade nanes mil over the world 

including advanced  countries« 

21. In this case also,  the nanufacturers have 

successfully  perfected various nodels to suit 

different types of end-users thus  widening the 

narket. 

22. In the late fifties  and err-ly sixties,   the country 

embarked upon manufacture  of  'iofrtgerators under 

technical collaboration frn advanced countries. 

Till then,  these articles were considered luxury 

goods and few could afford   the sine. 
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23.      Knowing the conservative society to which they have 

to  cater,   it nay be stated that nanufacturers took 

a really  bold  stop in venturing  into production of 

Refifcgerators. 

24«       Such  technical collaboration involved  supply  of part 

drawings,  rjanufacturing know-how,   testing instruc- 

tions  etc.     It  also included  supply  of  precisian 

tooling  required   and   in ceses, Machinery  as well. 

25.      Being  an industrially backward  country,   India had 

no  option but  to acquire all theno things,   sometinos 

new f'.nd  umcti. luo  reconditioned  for a second-time 

and  start manufacturing the products for  domestic 

consumption.     Soon,  it was recognised thr.t  there is 

a ready  demand  for  Refrigerator«   if only  they are 

available  in  the market.     The discovery  of  the 

market became  one  of tho biggest incentives for the 

manufacturers.     The manufacturers started produc- 

ing various models and  sizes to  cater to the 

varied strnta  of   the  sooiety thus showing  their 

capability   of independent designs.     Thoy had also 

made  further  changos  in the basic design   of the 

refrigerators by various changos  in the sealed 

unit,   evaporation unit,  heat  exchanger etc.     Even 

tho exterior  was changed keeping in view the 

customers'   demand. 
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CA¡^ 8ÏTJDY C?  FO'-r U   IMgTM. 

The clasoical eraruple  of  technological revolution 

brought  abort  in the country,   particularly with emphasis 

on capital goods,   i.a  production of power generation 

equipment.     At  the   '•;*..nr>  O" 
4—:l -pendor.co there  was virtually 

no  industrial activity ::h;..t soever in this field.     *îven 

small items like electric  mot orn etc. used  in  industrial 

machinery vrere  imported , 

2. The  successivo  FL";  Yo;..r Planu laid due emphasis 

for  power go nor at ion as an  instruiront  of technological 

revolution.    With em^a^is having boon towards  manufacture 

of oapital equiiieui t'.'o orrery wont in for manufacture 

of  power generation oquipnent   obviously with foreign colla- 

boration.     The te  \:evj  li ml tel   to manufacture   of  steam 

and  water turbines,  alternat or y ,  transformers  etc.  upto 

about   110 MW,    The  absorption  cf  technologies    for manu- 

facture   of   thono  '*oot3s  wao rather difficult  with the 

result   that;   ¿he  eounr, i\y '.rontinv.d   to  Import   several 

aggrega'.es and  rau  ratorialr«  that  go into manufacture  of 

such  itemn as uose \. be-u   aoevc.     ï xrbi.no  blades,  rotors, 

heavy casting,   lprr.ir.-itio'.  ah^rto,  rome  special types of 

contactors and   ¡j /r-.i^.l   ni'    r  „-onci^mpblc  Items for manu- 

facturing ther. •  .. ;.c!'i ri^vy ..<r.O   to le  imported     for long 

yeara.     As  in eise   of  oS'or ir dur tries,   the  meagre 
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availability oí   foreign  exchange  for import  of  raw 

material and   other  har,;-*ar:    iten.a has had  a tolling 

effect  on  the  growth  of th-   industry. 

3. However,   ,Ulj  t,„.. .;i-  px.--.iK!  oí  the  country could   not 

be   put   back  and   th-   in lustv^   W..P  n-'ouwd   to  grow 

though  simult.vioouuly   power  eq ti.-•-.,• ,t  oort.mued   to  bo 

iraportod .     B^o-.d i •••     "•---•  r   ..,•,-<.. • (   i     j ,   . i     oi.u       o     i,< .,. ,   .      .r a i     ,..   ,   .>r,;,,-!   be discussed  in 

four   separa;; \-  he  ,..i :;...-.,   ; 

i. «anufarluv-  ,,f   , owor  «rone ration equipment, 
ooth  hydraulic  and   ííteam. 

ii.       .'«'rufacturc  of control ¿»oara 

iii.     ï'b.nuf-,.etur..   of distribution Kystoms  like 
transformers,   trnnsnission etc. 

iv.       Manufacturo   -r   jnuaatri-,,1   oquipm-nt   like 
ruotora  and   th-ii   or/at rol ,-ear uood   in 
driving  the  industrial   machinery etc. 

4. From virtually ze:-o  Ir-v -J   of  production  in/Tarly 

Fifties,   the  country has COT-   a Ion/* way off  today. 

Manufacturo   oí   captivo   po vor  un:.ts   ; or   inrlu-trial  establish- 

ments up1v   00 MV,   ^muf^itun   o*1   lie KW   ond   .50 MV  power 

proration   .^uipment   1« nircviy   p-HV-otod .     Necessary 

technological  ooricou;.   o,    .,.<     oa.io  :,^   adequately   he,n 

mastered   wjih   -.no   r,-.;;,!.!,  that   today the   Jndian   power 

generati or:   inoj^try   :o  ..v   a   position   ho  eoTipeto   v:ith 

similar  or^u^tioir:  njr,-w^r.    in   ',ho  uorld.     The   pl.nc 

are  ahead  to- al>norh.r. - -,rf  un-Mlia.,- the technology 
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for manufacture   of  S 00 MW   power (ren>nation equipment. 

Tho  powe1* Rone-ration equipment  wouJd   include   boilers 

with  attend   nts   ai/C ili ari- j  liJ  >   pumpt:,   valve,-   etc., 

turbines, ß"aorati en equipment   ani   t r an smi ara on equipment 

and  control  ••?,• nr   like   swi^chm^,   air^uit   breriKern  etc. 

5. Whereac   the   country in   in   a   position  to  manufacture 

equipment for  thermal   and  hydro   stvtion^  as described 

above,  no technology exists as   of   now  for manufacturo   of 

power generating  £as tarbin^s which  'ire   becoming increa- 

singly  pò pillai'  elrowhore  in  the  world   or  preferred   to 

conventional   ,'owor  generation with div-ael engines   in view 

of  shorter   pont at i on  period  and  hifhor   performance 

charactoriati ce.. 

6. The   power equipment  manufacturo   in the country 

started  with   production of  owitchgears   of   the  simplest 

type   in the   country.     Subsequently,   owitehgears for 

hiffhor   KV rancor,     of   the   order  of   1?0,   220  KV and   above 

are   today mavmf actui\"*   in  nho   country,   thao  showing tho 

technolopieoJ   r^mr -.'tonev  of  t-ftn   indartrv.     further,   air 

and   oil circuit  breakers,  vacuar   en nil*.  bre;:.kv-r:>   are' 

manufactured   box lì   in  pubi i o  -»ne    ,:••>).''..-•   aoctorc.     Tho 

control  gear   is   s lo* "Iy  .y ¡•-• idin^   place   fron  conventional 

to  solici   at-*': . 

7. Alonfl  with  other  power  generation the  aspect   of 

suh-st ition  equipment,  distribution  and   transmission was 
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attended  to in an integrated  manner.    Today, several 

factories,   both  in public and   private  sector are  manu- 

facturing transformera  and  other distribution equipment 

with collaboration from advanced   countries.    They are  in 

a position to offer systems design and  installation to 

suit specific situation. 

8. The widest requirement of electrical equipment 

is  in the  manufacture  of motors for driving the  industrial 

machinery.     Beginning  with  Fractional 'dorse Power  (FHP) 

motors required   to drive  small hand  tools,  manufacturing 

activity in the  country extend    upto  the  largest  industrial 

motors  of  1500 BHP.     Several  executions of such motors 

are  manufactured  to meet different  mounting situations 

and  other circumstances.     In almost  all these    cases 

manufacture has taken place with collaboration.     In  spite 

of a sound technological base  for  manufacturing various 

AC motors,  the     industry  is not in a position to under- 

take DC motors,   particularly for driving of some  special 

equipment   like   pneumatic control machine tools etc. 
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CHAPTTO  - V 

TRENDS   IN ENG IK* Tt INO   INDUSTRY   - A COMPARATIVE STUDY 

5.1 Transformation  of Metal  from primary stage  to  the 

usable  shape   is an important  requirement   in industry. 

Conversion of   pig iron to  castings,  conversion  of 

ingots  and  blocks to usablo  lorgings,   machining of 

such of the  items as  the   abov?   in  addition to  machin- 

ing of  extruded   parts ete.   aro   the  important  require- 

ments  in  metal transformation.     In addition to  the 

classic   methods of metal conversion as described 

above,   neveral  new    technologies  sometimes aimed at 

maintaining clost  tolerances  and  sometimes avoiding 

drudgery  of long manufacturing process  are discernable 

today.     Examples  of  such   processes  are   :   precision 

castings   (like   lost-Vax process or investment cast- 

ings),  explosion forming,   precision extrusion,  coM 

forging,   powder metallurgy etc . 

5.2 Notwithstanding the  modern dovei îpraent  as described 

above,   the domarvi  for classic  technologies shall 

continue  for sufficiently  long period  if anything 

because   of their easy acceptability and   adaptability 

to local environments.    However,   a judicious 

exercise  will  have to  be  done oven here  to adopt the 

correct  technologies  and   techniques of casting, 

forging  and  machining works. 
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5.5 In so far as Foundry Technology ig concerned,  we have 

the  conventional cupola and  moulding processes. While 

those wore  relevant,   perhaps,   a generation ago,   the 

same is not true today even for doveloping countries. 

Preparation  of aand,   moulds etc.,  are no more  as 

unskilled  as they used   to be.    Application of correct 

techniques  in such cases would  lend  to better manu- 

facture . 

5.4 Similarly,   in  forcing industry,   rapid inroads have 

been made  by modern machinery.     Sophisticated  machine 

tools havo  come up in this  field  for manufacture  of a 

variety  of forged  items. 

5.5 Perhaps,  greatest  technological changes    have come 

about  in machining technologies,     elsewhere in the 

world,   peopL?  talk of  special purpose machines, 

transfer machine etc.     In  addition,  manufacture  of 

some  of the very difficult to machine products have 

led to development  of a variety of cutting tools, 

machine a etc.    The  Space  Industry has led   to develop- 

ment   of Numerical Machine  tools which have  become a 

vital part  of any sophisticated   manufacturing industry 

today.     Similarly,   large volume  production has 

compelled    development of transfer machine  tools 

with adaptive controls,  feed-back mechanisms  and  a 

host  of  other devices to ensure fault-free  production. 
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Such developments have led to development of vari ouB 

ancillary ayatema of measurements and control in -the 

regions of Optica, electronics, Hydraulics etc. 

5.6 There  is a two-way traffic  in metal working machine 

tools   among the advanced  countries.     Of  late, 

developing countries have   also started  exporting 

a variety of machine tools, some of which find their 

way  into advanced countries. 

5.7 Metal transformation technologies,   as described  above, 

are   tho   basics   ifor industrial development  of any 

country.    Further,  skills  of metal transformation 

have  to be acquired  in  a hoBt  of circumstances.  The so 

circumstances lend to a variety of description.     Such 

deaoriptionn are  t 

i. Capital industry, 

ii.       Consumer industry, 

iii.    Manufacturing by Batch production, 

iv.       Manufacturing by mass production etc. 

5.8        In India,  rightly emphasis war; laid  on manufacture  of 

Capital Goods from the  time  of  Independence which is 

the  period  of start  of the  Industrial Revolution in 

the country.     It started  with manufacture  of simple 

machine  tools by conventional   nethoda.     Obviously, 

such machine tools were  not aimed to cater for 
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large-volume production facilities. Those michino 

tools found ready acceptance within tho country for 

gravina industrial demand. A stage has comr» during 

this period whon such simpler typo of machino tools 

could no more food the ever increasing demand which 

compelled the industry to pro in for next generati on 

of technologies like transfer machines, special purpose 

raaohihes etc. 

5.9 The prosent technologies adoptod  in  advanced countries 

are  capital-oriented   for obvious reasons.    They call 

for a high level of technological competence  of tho 

society as such technologies cannot exist  in isolation. 

Right  from the  beginning of tho   Industrial Revolution 

in the West,   effort has   been directed   at   perfecting 

the product  and  production     techniques      with a view 

to cater  to a  largo   market.     Coupled  with the   problems 

of  lower population,  thin naturally has  led to  labour- 

saving devices  constantly.     Such efforts have  culmi- 

nated   in  the   super technologies available   in the 

advanced  world today. 

5.10 Most  of   tho  developing countries have     become   free 

from foreign rule during the   past 3-4 decades.     At 

the  tifo  of Independence,   in so  fir    aa     India  is 

oonccrned,   there was  no industrial base worth  the 

while  barring certain essenti al services  like the 
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Railways,  Posts è. Telographs ote.     The  country has 

inherited a large   population arri   a  poor economic 

pooition.    The  basic requirement   of the   Government 

was,   therefore,  ai mori   at economic   surviv 1 of the 

Indian society.     Thla called   for rapidly increase 

agricultural,   industrial,  mining and   other activities. 

Massivo  inputs in  terrae of  labour,   material and 

capital is thought  to bo  an anawor to  combating the 

problem of economic  survival.     This itsolf would 

mean again the  availability of  adequato  facilities  so 

as  to  aim at  larger volumes  of   production of essential 

goodo required  by  the  community. 

5.11       The   pitfall of importing current   technologies from 

abroad  which have   proved  highly successful is very 

obvioua when 3een through this  background.    Conceding 

the  fact    that rapid economic   prosperity  is required, 

there   is no denial  that a careful appraisal of 

various alternate  routes will have   to be  made before 

the  choice is mede.     Por   example,   if masB production 

techniques of essential items  aro   started without the 

total  technological level of  the   society being up- 

scaled,  the situation will come  about  where there are 

goods  to be sold  and   no buyers for   want   of money. 

At  the  same time,  if the gestation period   of Indus- 

trie* in made very long in the  name   of appropriate 
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5.12 

technology,  by the    time  the  fruits of the  industry 

aro available,   the technological obsolescence 

would have  become much bigger and  the problems 

will be  perennial. 

Coat  ie an important aspect     of selecting the right 

technology in a given  situation.    Use  of  special 

purpose and     transfer  machines has become   relevant  in 

manufacture  of  such  producta  as  sewing machines, 

bicycles etc.   (in consumer  durable  industry),  trucks, 

scooters  etc.   jn heavy engineering industry. 

Similarly,   use  of NC  machinen   (Numerically  Controlled 

machines)  has become  appropriate  in several  industries 

in the country,   particularly  in manufacture of 

machine tools,   industrial  machinery »railway   and 

other allied  industrien for  which  a firm base is   laid 

in  India.     The  following examples will  show the 

relative  factors  emphasising  the use  of N.C  machines 

(as appropriate   to  the  particular industry)   : 

rart  with 
;i-        C 

Machinery MafihJnftrY 

S. T . A 
t"iri wl• Time per piece 

No# Industry brief speci- Conventional Ï. 
                        flcatlQnfl 

1•   Machine 
Tool 
Industry 
-do- 

Boiler 
Plant 

-do- 

Shaft  Ni.Cr. 
Steel 

Journal Cast 
Iron 

Forged   Shaft 
AISI-C-1035 

Forgnd   Shaft 
ASTM-A-105 

2?5 
Minutas 

136 
minutes 

390 
minutes 

120 
minutes 

92 
Minutos 

18 
minutes 

45 
minutes 

38 
minutes 
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5.   Railways 

5.13 

5.14 

6. -QH- 

Axles, Forging 340 
Steel C1-IV minutes 

Flange  Mounting 120 
Forging minutes 
I3.2 062/42W 

50 
minutes 

25 
minutes 

Sven considering the coat of equipment, use of N.C. 

equipment has been known to have effected substan- 

tial  saving in operation coats. 

During the   Inst 3 decades of   industrial activity   the 

country has come a  long  wy. 

In spite of Hila,  the 

industrial activity generated     today io not in a 

position  to satisfy  th<» economic need g  of  a  larger 

section  of the  population.    This only  emphasises the 

gigantic   proportion  of the     problems involved  in a 

developing country like   India. 

In ouch  a  situation as  described above,   today in  the 

oountry we  have  the  widest spectrum of  industry, 

at  one o.nd   of which are capital saving devices having 

a large  bias towards  larger labour inputs and at  the 

other end   most sophisticated  equipment aimed  at 

industrial  production of  a very high  class.     Such a 

mix of industrial culture has   led  to  more  and    more 

innovations and  greater  self-reliance  of the  industry. 

This  has   led  to increase  in general  level of skills 
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of  the population which,   an a whole,  i¡3 a welcome 

feature. 

5.15 Recognising such  a situation the  Government has 

launch'":!  viriou:-;   schemes   J
,O   spread   industrial activity 

in  as wide  an area as   posai bio.     establishment  of 

a tat o   aided   industrial estates  throughout   the 

country,   establishment   of  ancillary  industrial 

estates,   sevoral  agencio s  aimed   at  assisting such 

entrepreneurs etc.   (like   Small  Industrial   Service 

Institute  etc.)   aro   some   of the   examples in  this 

rr;j Ard . 

5.16 Such   iniuntrial  activity has raised  tho  leve 1 of 

skills  oí'  tho region in    /hich   auch   industries are 

establish--d .    In  addition,   they  had   contributed 

substantially towards  employment   of  the  local 

people who   are   not technically  very highly  qualified. 

5.17 Such   amai]   and   medium scale  industries as  hive come 

up in  the   country hav^   given a good   recount  of them- 

selves.     In addition  to  acting as    supplirrs  of 

industrial  products    to  oth ?r  industria,  they had 

started  making of  items  which  ar<->  of direct  use to 

the   country.    Such   low valu-   items   as buttons, 

electrical  switches, utensils and   other c onsumor 

products     aro ted ay  increasingly  manufactured  in 

sm:'] 1  sector which  has   realLy   spread   tho   industrial 

revolution to th> countryside. 
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5.18      They had undertaken manufacture of industrial prod uta 

alao,   particularly agricultural implements. Manu- 

facture   of several farm implements, disel and electric 

pumpsets etc.  aro und ort axon by small  scale 

industries  in certain re^i: is of the  country. 
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CHA.PTER VI 

RATIONAL1? FOR  DECENTRALISATION  OP 
IITDUSTRns   - AN  APHIOACH  

6.1       Unlike  in tho   s parcely  populated  countries of  the 

world,  th*   n..„i.+ ion 0i   rndia     ls fairly wldespread 

throughout its  length  and  broadth  and  the  problems of 

illiteracy,  economic prosperity etc.  are uniform 

throughout tho country. 

6.2    However,   in so far  as input  services are concerned, 

these  are  not   as widespread  as   one  would  wish  them 

to be.     This situation has  been inherited  by the 

country  fron the colonial past .     Such lopsided  growth 

has  led   to comparative  development   of certain pockets 

in the  country.    Naturally,  those  areas have all the 

infrastructure facilities   of transport,   communication 

and   other  slices  like  financial  institutions  etc. 

These  pockets  also happen  to   be  tho  centre  of  political 

power which hai  maio them as strong attractions  for 

locating the  industries  also  aroundl th* same  area 

thus causing fur.her concentration and more imbalance 

in the development  of the  country. 

6.3       This situation,  oven  though it  had  to be  remedied, 

would  cost   a colossal effort  in reversing the  already 

established  centres  of power and   position.     Such an 

«ffort would  call for a massive    investment   in other 

areas which  are  potential but  lacking in basic amenities. 

V. 
4 
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This,  by itself,  though does seem to be the answer, 

is fraroght with grave consequences and increased 

gestation periods and long delays in execution of 

projects. 

6.4 Taking such aspects into consideration, while the 

Government did  not  provent  the growth of industries 

around  the  known contres  of industrial activity,  a 

large number of  schemes were drawn up for industria- 

lisation of backward areas.    Such schemes included 

extension  of road  and rail network  giving incentives 

for new    ontre prono urn for locating factories  in 
addition, 

backward areas etc. in     /  incentives  included  parti- 

cipation in capital structure,  reduced  inter-st  rates, 

ta:: holidays,   priority release   of foreign exchange 

and  allotment   of scarce  raw materials and   resources 

etc. 

6.5 Vflierever  possible,  oven the Government  also took 

steps in  establishing large  industrial ventures in 

such  plp.coR.      .-e,  oxarcples are  - the Heavy electrical 

factories  set up at Ehopal and   Tiruchirappalli,  the 

Heavy engineering factories set    up at Ranchi  as 

against  setting them in already-known industrial 

centres  like  Bombay, Calcutta and Madras etc. 

6.6 Tfren dispersal of industries  state-wise,  is not done 

in a haphazard  manner keeping in view the nearness 
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to the market  of the   produce.    Factories have    come 

up around what  may be called the  sphere   of influence 

of large  factories.    This   is  a welcome  sign in so 

far as dispererai of industries is concerned, examples 

of such dispersal aro development  of a  large number 

of metal working factories,   tool rooms  etc.  around 

Bangalore-Madras rogion.     Since    large  metal working 

factories have   been established  in several parts  of 

the country,   they had  themselves  become  centres  of 

attraction for establishment  of  small and  medium 

industrien.     Coupled with   the objectives of the 

Government   for establishment  of more  and  more  small 

industries,   ancillary estates,  industrial units etc., 

as measures  of industrialisation such  small-scale 

and  ancillary industries  have iad  are  coming up 

around  largor  industrial areas.    This has led  to 

increased   skills in the  population which itself is  a 

welcome   feature  for further   industrialisation. 

6.7       Larger dispersal of such  metal working industries 

would call for  «simultaneous development  of other 

infrastruttura 1 facilities     like  transport, roads, 

communication networks,   power,  water,  etc.     In 

addition,   so  as to benefit  the population which  is 

one of the   prime  objectives  of industrialisation, 

educational   institutions  aimed  at  imparting taohnioal 
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skills also !^re important   infrestructurai require- 

ments.     Training of  local available manpower to the 

skills required  would make them more conscious of the 

benefits  of industrialisation. 

6.8      engineering industrien can be  classified  both &B 

large and   small-scale. As explained  elsewhere 

in this Roport,  the  culturo  of  industrial activity is 

spread  more by small-scale  industries. The   investment, 

number of employees,  output etc., depend upon the 

product chosen.    The  following table shows  the  above 

figure  for  typical  industries  : 

T A B L q 

S~.       Tnduatrv Capital No. of Total    Capital      Output 
Ho. UB    y Invested rçmplo- Output        per per 

(Rs. yeas (Rs.in    employée employee 
million) (Nos. Million)  (Rs. ) (Rs) 
 in'QQQ)  
1 . Machining, 

Machine Tools 
etc. 12,150        335 14,056      35,000      45,000 

2. Manufactvte of 
Bloctrical 
machinery 12,135        254 13,844      48,000      54,500 

3. Transport 
Hquipraent 10,880        395        13,607      26,800      34,400 

4. Watches/ 
Clocks 154 7 206      22,000      29,400 

5. Basic MetalB 
and  Alloy 
Industries 24,558        422        2 6,360    588,000    625,000 
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It would  bo  seen from thn above  that  investment per 

employer  ia  lowest for manufacturo   of witches and 

clocks followed   by transport equipment.     At  the  same 

time,   investment   p' r employee   is highest  for  basic 

metal  industries  producing  iron and  steel etc. 

Aa against  thra   ibov" ,  investment   in small-scale  indua- 

tries   per employe   is very  low.     The  following table 

shown  thn data typical  to small-scale  industries   : 

S .       Industry 
No. 

Total        total        Total     Capital    Output 
Invest-      No. of       Output per per 
ment      employées     (Rs.      employee    ^raplo- 

(te.Million)   (Nos.  Million)    (Re.)        yee 
 'OQQ) (RB-) 

1 .   Castings & 
Forcings 1025 

2. Bolts A Nuts 162 

3. Utensils 472 

4 . Auto Parts 521 

5.  Bicycle   Parts 189 

82 2110 12,500 25,800 

12.7 202 12,760 15,830 

56.5 949 8,430 16,900 

37.8 648 13,700 17,000 

17.0 271 11,200 16,000 

It will be   seen from the  above  that  small-scale  indus- 

tries having  low  invest mon t   per  person  employed  help 

the  industrial development  of  the  region  as opposed 

to  large-go ale   industries.     The  investment  per unit 

in thin sector varies from Rs.0.5 to Rs.41.5 million. 
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6.9      Such dispersal of industries would   spread  the   indus- 

trial -activity ov^r a wider irei thus reducing con- 

centration of   labour.     This would   also mean  that  some 

of the  problems  of h )U3ing,   sanitation r>tc,   could  be 

avoided   as mostly the   labour would  not  bo migratory 

and confinod   to th^ir home-towns.     This itself  is a 

big social gain in so  far    as  population is   concerned. 
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ÇHiiPT^a  71, 

DEV-:L0FM,!IT   OF  CAPITAL  GJODH   INDUSTRY   \3  A  WINS 
OF   300 i M, UPLTFTTTCNT   -  INDIAN TSXP^I^WC^ 

7.1 As di-c^a'ol i- th- •'•••TliT chapters of this Report, 

the oa.try oTrtnr;- d upon -native ini ust .«i elisati on 

soon   tft'-r  Independie •> .     The  choices  open  for the 

country were   many  twirds  thin  -nd.     Some  of  the 

choie.ï3 ire   : 

i. Development    ;f   Capital Industry; 

ii.       Development   of  Consumer  industries; 

iii.     !VVM ip-Tr'-nt  by  way  of financial collaboration 

with foreign  firms; 

iv.      Development   -if   induptrie^  by way  of  purely 

technical collaboration,   etc. 

7.2 Trade  h ¡.s   b-v.n  -¡n  important   instrument   of  political 

influence   in  the  World.    Having realised   this,   the 

country f^it  that   foreign  participation  in  the 

financial  ntructur -   of the   fact T-I-R C >min/r up  in 

the   po.qt-i'idop'iTJ-'nt   India  «ho. Id   be  avoided. However, 

without   financial   stake   no  f   r - i^n  firrr,  would   be 

willing  to collaborate     for dovei..pin?  the   c:untry. 

Knowing  ouch  contradictory  situation obtained   then, 

the   country  chogo   on  merits  to   promote  equity 

participation from foreign conpanie e  on selective 

bisic.     At   a   lat^r date,   the   country's  declared 

policy lias  been that   in   so far     as  the   c e-<-   3oetor 
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ia concerned, such as mining, stool, power generation, 

defence, atomic energy etc., there will be no foreign 

financial particip tion. In other sectors, financial 

participation  is  permitted  on  selective   basis. 

7.3 The  Indian  planners f n It   that development  of capital 

industry i3   of prime  importance when compared  to 

consumer industry.     This   is  because the   planners 

rightly  felt   that  as  long as capital goods continued 

to.be imported, the  skills of  the  country cannot  be 

adequately developed.     On the   other hand,     there  will 

be   continued   dependence   on importation  of capital 

equipment from abroad  having /jot used   to brand names. 

7.4 Development   of capital  /roods  industry  would   mean 

simultaneous  development   in various allied  fields 

of  industrial  activity.     For example,   an industry 

manufacturing  locomotives  led   to   development  of 

industries  in grey  iron   f undries,   steel foundries, 

precision castings,  electrical industries,  non- 

ferrous   metal  industries   and   the   like.     Development 

of  such   industries  which   are   drawn  up by one   prime 

industry  would  cauee further development in other 

fields  such   as raining,   metallurgy and   other engi- 

neering fields.    It can  thus  be  seen that    develop- 

ment  of capital goods   industry  would  cause   chain 

development   in almost ever;/-   branch  of  engineering. 

The experience   shows that  it  had   boon so . 
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7.5 As can be  seen,  unless the development in all braches 

which   ire  opened up by the  capital goods  industry is 

sustained  and  maintained,  there can be  serious conse- 

quences.     Sustinence   of development would  mean 

constant  inputs  by way  of capital,  manpower etc.  into 

identified   fields  as  and   when the need  for  the   same 

arises.     Capital industry generation  would  progressively 

call for higher and hi-her investment  in  industry. 

7.6 Such   accderatod  development   of  industry coincided 

with  development  in  other  sectors of economy, 

particularly in  agriculture,   calling  for  allocation 

of resources.     The development  activity  of capital 

.<*oods  inr'^ntry  as explained  earlier,  has got greater 

gestation  periods during which time no returns on 

investments could   be  expected.    Thus,   massive 

investments were getting  laid  up with  lessor returns 

which has  caused  an  inflationary trend  in the 

Indian economy.     One-1  the   inflation  ^t     in,  the 

cost   of every  input   including development  activity 

increased   beyond   proportion with the result the 

development  itself became diificult,   if  not 

impossible. 

7.7 The country's exports for sustaining development wore 

not commensurate with the country's demand  for 

imports.     The   imports  included capital goods,   spare 
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parts as well as raw materials for production. It 

nay be noted that those raw materials are finished 

industrial products such as steel,  plastics etc. 

7.8      Such accelerated development would have to bo 

supported by massive investments and unfortunately 

the resources available at the disposal of the 

country were woofully inadequate.    Coupled with poor 

agricultural production during this period it has 

put tremendous strain on the country's economy. 

Unfortunately,  this has coincided with external 

Quantities like wars with neighbours.    The economy 

of the  country was not able to withstand  the 

compounded effeot of all these situations at one 

stroke,  leading to severe recession in tho Indian 

economy and the metal working industry was the first 

victim and the last to recover.    In the mid-sixties, 

the oountry experienced the first ever part -Inde pend ont 

era recession.    Orders for industrial machinery were 

at the lowest ebb from Private Sector.    Devo} opinent 

aotivitioa of the Government got retarded consequent 

upon non-avaliability of resources at its disposal. 

This has caused further depletion, reduction in 

orders for industrial machinery and machine tools. 

The overall gloom in the  industrial scene  persisted 

for 2-3 y->ars.    Slowly the economy picked up and 
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•iBultaneoualy tho industrial aotivity as well.   When 

fee economy was poised for take-off, another war and 

the Oil criais became   aorioue problems for the oountry. 

7t9     H owe vor, this timo tho  situation was not as bad as 

the previous recession.    Tho Indian induetry had 

built in itself enough resilience and flexibility to 

withstand and overoomo auch oituationo.    In faot,   It 

goes to the credit of  Industry that these situations 

were admirably mot with and thero was no lot-up in ths 

Industrial aotivity. 

T.tO    *> this timo,  the industry has fcsooraa quite »tare 

and seasoned.    Th«? industrial activity  stablisel the 

level of oporatlon which is profitable and henee 

poised for greater cotivitieo. 
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OHAITUR Vili 

^uy^T,Tyr«Ef ?m STRATTOY OF DTWULORMNT 

3.1      The oountry has lived through a phase of development 

programmo opanning a period of throe deoades.    This 

period is marked with intenso developmental aotivity 

causing massivo investment in Industry, Agriculture, 

¡•lining etc .    ThiB phase has also seen two consecutive 

ree oanions when there was a sorious slump in iidua- 

trial aotivity consequent upon severe draughts and 

reduced developmental effort primarily by Oovernnoat 

ard  its agoncioB.    It has also soon tho catastrophe of 

hitíii inflation to which the country has besn a vieti« 

alons with rest of the world  - both ndvanoed and 

doveloping. 

ú.2      This period is also marked with other developments 

that have taken pisce  in the country like eduoati one.1, 

health,   scientific, cultural and othor aspects. 

J.3      The  orthosis of the ovor^-tl performance   jf tho 

country towards industrialisatiin cannot easily he 

mr.4n  in isolation.    It  is also not practicable  to 

A.Molato each and  every factor affecting failure  of ft 

particular event of the reooBsion as the environ is 

very complex.    Nevertheless, based upon the past 

enp'irionco some guidelines can bo drawn toward« the 

strategy to bi adopted for development in the region» 
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3ome  of these experiences would be relevant to otner 

developing countries similarly  placed. 

8.4 By far,  the simplest developmental activity for any 

devo Loping country,  Ind. a being no exception,  is the 

deve lo pino nt df engineering industries.    This may 

encompass capital {roods,  industrial machinery   and 

oonsum-r ^ooda.    The exact choice will depend upon 

various  factors lile   litsracy  levels,  skill levali, 

availability of fundo, national priorities etc., none 

of which can be ignored. 

8.5 Given the environs, the development   it suitable 

capital Industry for manufacture of industrial 

machinery,  the typen of which are required for propell- 

ing further industrial growth can be taken as a 

national choice for developing countries in preference 

to fflanufaoture of consular goods.    This,  as a first 

«tep,   would holp generate employment and create 

wealth  potential.    Simultaneously,  this would help 

the  country  becoming an importer of processed raw 

materials from the position of being    importer of 

finished capital gooda.    This  itself is a we lo one 

feature.    In addition, the value added  in tho oountry 

would  become much higher which,   in effect,  would  mean 

generation  of wealth  and  employment  potential. 

Imploy.Kjnt  potential would  automatically moan 

V*- 
« 

. > 
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8.6 

8.7 

8.8 

i «prove mont of  local skills and talenta which is an 

attraction for further industries coming up.    Moro or 

less,  this would   act  off a ehain reaction. 

Generiti on of  wealth wiuld moin that there  io greater 

money available than  before.     Such  money  could  bo 

employed  in further ireiustrialination either towards 

moro capital goods or coneumor goods or towards more 

primary  industries lik" iron and  steel. 

Development  of  primary induatrJ.cn and  other metallur- 

gical industries  should   be undertaken with great 

oaution and restraint.    In  .addition to adverse  factors 

like non-availability of tho  specific orea, coking 

coal etc.,   those  industries  perforce  are  massive  and 

consume almost all tho re s our ce o of countries, 

particularty,   small countries  thus leaving little 

oapit il for overall development. 

Immediato urge  for development  of consumer goods 

should  be  tempered  with  other factors.    Whereao 

development   of consumer goods on a larger scale?  would 

create  greater employment,   it   comes   in  tho  w-iy of 

prosperity  of the country  in <x who lo  n.Q the funda- 

mental bane   of   improved   nkilla  of  the nation and 

production of wo-Qth by manufacturing capital goods 

is not strong enough.    It is a factor which is universal 

with  aim int  all  tho developing countrfcs. 
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8.9 However, development of capital goods should  be 

taken in the correct perspective taking into account 

various other factors.    For example,  the  country lilr 

India,  has gone  in for manufacture  of  jute  and  textile 

machinery in such  a way as to keep the  equipment 

fairly modern  and yet  is not so  sophisticated  is to 

cause unemployment. 

8.10 Similarly,  even with regard  to manufacture  of metal 

working machine tools and  industrial machinery In the 

country,   emphasis has  been laid  on the  manufacture  of 

a host  of general purpose machine tools as well as 

manufacture  of special purpose  machine tools.    In 

both th.¿3e  cases, emphasis has  been on greater relia- 

bility   on human factors than on sophisticated techno- 

logy which  invariably has got high import  content. 

8.11 Such factors  aa described above  should be weighed 

carefully by choosing the correct    and appropriate 

investment  either towarda capital or consumer goods 

in any other developing country.    Cooperation in such 

fields wouli   invariably lead    to mutual inter- 

depend enoe which  is what the developing countries 
to. 

should  aspire/,    In a situation where active co- 

operation exists among various developing  countries, 

it can bo  seen that the market  for any sophisticated 
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produots    is at onoe vary large    and this advantage 

li available to almost all developing countries 

uniformly.    With markets    becoming large, manufactur- 

ing technologies can bo improved and a bettor equip- 

ment to ouit  the specific  requirements of the 

developing countries could  be  manufactured  «d 

marketed.    In effect, tho situation would bo what 

the advanced countries enjoyed for the past 200 

years.    This is a welcome feature. 

_     J 








